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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The European Commission proposed on 5th April 2011 a “European Frame for National Strategies for Roma
Inclusion” to be implemented until 2020. In France, this National Action Plan should have as its objective
the improvement of the actual situation of about 500,000 Roma present on the national territory, be they
“gens du voyage” (travellers) or migrant Roma.
On 26 August 2012, an inter-ministerial circular was issued on “anticipating and accompanying evictions
from illegal settlements”. It is co-signed by seven ministers, four of whom are in charge of the domains
mentioned by the NRIS.
The implementation of the circular and its monitoring, as well as the coordination of the committed ministries have all been assigned together to a body called DIHAL (Inter-ministerial Delegation on Accommodation and Access to Housing). DIHAL is under the direct authority of the Prime Minister.
DIHAL, together with the SGAE (General Secretariat on European Affairs), also under the Prime Minister’s
authority, is the French government’s contact point with the European Commission regarding the “European Frame for National Strategies for Roma Inclusion”. The fact that the contact point has two heads fits in
with a pattern of the weakening of NRIS coordination at national level.
As far as we know, the issuing of this circular is the only act of public policy promoting NRIS, and it is couched
in terms that are not explicitly those of inclusion, but of prioritising evictions from illegal settlements.
Furthermore, the circular targets exclusively the inhabitants (implicitly Roma) of such settlements, who
number, according to the generally accepted estimates, around 17,000. This represents about 4.25 % of
the whole Romani population living currently on the national territory, most of whom are French citizens.
This dissociation of the target also weakens the possible implementation of the NRIS in France, its coordination and its monitoring.
The second “piece” of NRIS target however is that group which in France are called gens du voyage (travellers),
with regard to whom there has already been a structured public policy for years. A consulting body called
Commission Nationale Consultative des Gens du Voyage (National consultative commission of travellers) participates in the implementation of this policy. At the local level there exist the Commissions Départementales
des Gens du Voyage (local commissions of travellers). According to the president of the National Commission,
Senator Pierre Herisson, since the French constitution does not recognize any ethnic minority, there should
not be a NRIS in France at all and migrant Roma living in illegal settlements should be targeted separately. As
a consequence of this, DIHAL’s mission remain generally weak, reduced to the simple implementation of the
26 August circular on anticipating and accompanying evictions from illegal settlements.
Regarding this implementation, coordination by DIHAL of the local and national levels of decision making is done only on the basis of voluntary participation by a few local authorities in preparation or
coordinating meetings and brainstorming. DIHAL has no hierarchical authority over these local bodies.
DIHAL also coordinates members of the civil society such as NGOs, which are consulted regularly. A few
Romani organizations are consulted in these meetings as well. However, in the French context of the
non-recognition of ethnic minorities they cannot be considered as legitimate stake-holders. The organ-
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isations emerging from the communities themselves are not yet able to exert sufficient influence on
decision-making processes.
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Decisions about evicting a settlement following the methodology described in the circular belong to prefectures, which are under the direct authority of the Ministry of the Interior. DIHAL has no power over them
beyond the right to produce recommendations through a vademecum. In addition DIHAL is able to decide
whether or not to initiate an inclusive project in the rare cases where it is associated to the evictions, and to
monitor them. Still, those projects are developed and piloted by the prefecture itself.

Anti-Discrimination
Given the context described above, this report can only refer to the ongoing non-explicit but concrete
practices of discrimination at local and national level. Regarding Roma registration with the appropriate
authorities it is necessary once more to distinguish between travellers (French citizens) and migrant Roma,
(mainly Romanians and Bulgarians, EU citizens.)
The first group is targetted by structural state discrimination, established by the first law on nomads in 1912
and modified in 1969 (with regard to the special status of the gens du voyage). On 5 October 2012, following
a lawsuit at the Constitutional Council brought by UFAT (the French Union of Gypsy Associations), one of
the most discriminatory measures contained in this law was abolished: the very binding special ID called
the “carnet de circulation” (circulation booklet).

Civil Society Monitoring

Despite this, travellers still remain subject to a discriminatory registration process, which brings with it
multiple discriminations related to education employment, housing, health care etc.
Regarding migrant Roma (EU citizens), the ending on 1 January 2014 of the transitional measures restricting access to employment on French territory, did not actually abolish the discrimination that they face.
In fact, access to fundamental rights (health care, education, employment, and housing) depends on the
granting of domicile status. It has been particularly noted that obtaining this, especially in the département
of Seine-Saint-Denis (Île-de-France), where the highest number of migrant Roma living in slums is to be
found, is made very difficult by the administration itself, perpetuating the existing forms of discrimination
in each of the areas defined by the NRIS.
Concerning the EU immigrants (Romanian and Bulgarian Roma), the restrictions applied to them until 1
January 2014 were not discriminatory, as EU law allowed such provisory restrictions. However, in practice
Roma were more particularly affected by their concrete consequences. Indeed, the deportation of illegal
migrants with EU citizenship during the last year concerned mostly Romani people and this continues to
be the case in 2014.
A new bill1 on immigration confirms the position of the government: restricting the freedom of circulation
and of residence for Roma to the minimal extent possible. Making use of the concept of “abuse” of freedom
of movement, the governments plans to forbid entry to France to EU migrants with no resources. This bill,
which has not yet been debated in parliament, comes at the moment when, formally, these migrants have
achieved equal status with all other EU citizens.
In addition, the focus on Romanian and Bulgarian Roma living in shanty towns when the topic of immigration arises in public discourse is a case of political manipulation. In reality, Romanian Roma have not arrived
in greater numbers than their non-Romani co-nationals.
The problem is slightly different for Kosovo Roma, who still continue to apply for asylum in France and who
sometimes fall between the status of “exiled” and that of “economic migrant”. In October 2013, the case of
Leonarda Dibrani was widely reported in the media. Her case is not an isolated one and it shows that this
1

http://www.gisti.org/IMG/pdf/pdl_2014-06-10_dt-des-etr_projet-loi.pdf.

kind of situation requires voluntary action in order to provide these de facto stateless people with an identity and with a status in the country they have links with.
Because there is no explicit or implicit coordinated strategy of inclusion targeting Roma people, no action
aimed at raising collective understanding of such action has been initiated.
However it should be noted that one independent administrative authority, Mr. Baudis, the Ombudsman
(Défenseur des droits) has also intervened legally in several cases, especially related to eviction cases in
courts, supporting the inhabitants of illegal camps. In June 2013, he published a report on government
policy on Roma to the government and to the Consultative National Commission on Human Rights.
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Regarding protection of childhood, it has been particularly observed that children’s vulnerable situation is
often used in public speeches as an argument with which to criticise their parents, and through them the
whole community. Such discourses “legitimise” state discrimination faced by the Roma community.
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Education
Access to education is a right guaranteed by law for each child living on French territory. It is also a duty for
both public authorities and families.
In the field of education, there exists in France a long-standing structural problem which concerns “travelling”
and, more recently, migrant Romani children. Although the Inter-ministerial circular of 26 August 2012 highlights the need to preserve the continuity of schooling before any camp eviction, the evictions do interrupt
the schooling of many children. These forced drop-outs, together with the very low level of education inside
the communities, are among the main structural reasons of the ongoing marginalisation of Roma.
Within the general structure of National Education there exist specialised bodies called CASNAV (Academic
centres for schooling of newly arrived and travelling children). These bodies have for years been in charge of
“travelling children” and more recently of migrant Roma. Following this policy, in the most successful cases
some children are integrated via a kind of transitional educational class for non-French speaking children.
These classes aim to provide them with elementary bases in order to integrate into mainstream curriculum.
It is particularly notable that for generations, “travelling children” whose families are French citizens, although
discriminated ones, have been encouraged to join these classes together with very newly arrived children.
Therefore, de facto, these classes sometimes become a form of educational discrimination in themselves.
Public authorities still maintain a very close and long-established partnership with an NGO called FASET
(Federation of organizations acting for gypsy children’s schooling). In many local areas, FASET, through
mobile-schools and school mediators, tries to fill the gap between communities and state education. It
focuses very strongly on raising awareness among adults, and tries to bring elementary knowledge to the
children. However, it has been observed that these approaches are not well adapted and their effect can
be interpreted as creating segregation.
Since the circular of 2012, CASNAV has implemented specific training sessions targeting teachers who wish
to work in so-called UPE2A (special classes for non-French speaking children). Otherwise it aims to lead the
children entering the process towards vocational schools.
Regarding Migrant Roma living in shanty-towns, it has been observed that no children are able to enter
and follow a mainstream curriculum without external support.
It should be noted that forcible eviction constantly and permanently prevents or undoes any kind of beginning of a schooling process. Indeed, in a context of repeated evictions, proper schooling cannot take place.
Regarding travellers, depending on the type of housing they live in, the educational resources (mobile
schools and UPE2A, classes for non-French speaking children) are generally insufficient, and the needs

seem to be seriously underestimated. Distance learning has been considerably developed during recent
years, but it does not completely correspond to the needs.
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Employment
Migrant Roma, as Romanian or Bulgarian citizens, were, until 1 January 2014, subject to legal restrictions
in accessing employment. They were in a vicious circle as, – in order to be employed, – they had to hold a
“residence permit”, which was in turn subject to income, and thus to employment. Discrimination as well
as generally low qualifications made it particularly difficult for Romani people to escape from this vicious
circle, as compared to their non-Romani co-nationals.
The two governments in power since the adoption of the NRIS have not displayed the political will to abolish these restrictions but actually maintained them until the last possible date allowed by EU law.
Regarding travellers, access to employment is made difficult, although it is quite accessible in law, because
of the very low level of education and training, as well as discrimination based on the identification of individuals as travellers through the “circulation booklet”. However, a remarkable initiative has been observed
in North of France, which consisted of meetings between employment agencies, associations, community
members and employers, aimed at bringing these stakeholders closer together and combating prejudice.

Civil Society Monitoring

The “local missions” are public services entrusted with the professional integration of youth from 16 to 25
years old. They have developed partnerships with training centres such as the GRETAs, but their capacity
is reduced as compared to the needs. On the other hand, the training programmes, which last six months
and are renewable, are remunerated to the tune of 300 EUR per month. This offer does not correspond to
the needs of the young Roma, who often have families by this age. Therefore, they often prefer undeclared
“black” work, as they do not enjoy any social benefits.
After military service was abolished and as youth unemployment rose, the government tried to develop the
institution of civic service and to extend its application to both sexes. Candidates have to be from 16 to 25 years
old and to be French or European citizens. The transitional restrictions to access to employment did not apply
to civic service, which is not considered as work but has an intermediary status between voluntary activity and
work. The civic volunteer is involved in a mission of public interest in the framework of an institution, enterprise
of association. About twenty Roma from Romania and Bulgaria were recruited as volunteers in Paris in 2013.
Another tool for boosting employment is the system of “supported contracts”. Eligibility to this programme, which benefits from public aid, depends on criteria that combine the age and status of the
jobseeker. The programme is supposed to reduce unemployment by encouraging employers through
public financial aid and exemption from certain taxes, depending on each specific case. However, this
program is not used enough.
There exists in France a system of self-employment, which allows for individuals to start an income-generating activity in a simplified way. The declaration of the activity can be made via a dedicated website. In October 2012, Romania and Bulgaria were removed from the list of the EU countries in the web-template of
this website, which meant that citizens of these countries could not complete the web procedure of declaration unless they had a residence permit and entered its serial number. This practice was illegal as the
restrictions on Romanian and Bulgarian citizens applied to the labour market, but not to private enterprise.
Since 1 January 2014, these restrictions have been lifted, together with those on access to employment.

Health Care
France has a history of broad social security cover, which was first established right after World War II by the
National Council of Resistance. It is still supposed to provide access to health care to the whole population

living on the territory, in conformity with a series of international treaties ratified by France as well as with
constitutional and statutory provisions.
Within this general social security system, there exists a tool which aims to provide health care to the most
vulnerable groups, which includes some Romani French citizens. This tool is called CMU (Universal medical
coverage) and covers 70% of health-related expenses. Romani French citizens naturally benefit from this,
and from the complementary CMU-C system, which covers the remaining 30% of expenses as well, if the
patient’s income does not exceed a given threshold.

Access to medical care can therefore be delayed until the AME card has been obtained. However, certain
public hospitals provide special services for people at risk, called PASS (Permanence of access to health
care), which take care of the most urgent cases with only proof of residence. Yet, as reported in the chapter
on anti-discrimination, it is still very difficult for many homeless people and migrant Roma to obtain administrative proof of residence, and therefore, to access these urgent care services.
According to field research, 2/3 of Roma children are not monitored by the service for motherhood and
childhood (PMI) and less than 10% are vaccinated. Half of pregnant women have no access to any health
care or follow-up, while 80% of them have no access to AME due to difficulties in obtaining it. As a consequence, the so-called “poverty pathologies”, such as tuberculosis or lead-poisoning, have re-emerged
among them, as well as psychological trauma due to multiple evictions. With a few exceptions regarding
PMIs, no proactive action has been identified on the part of social services for migrant Roma to access
health services. It is only thanks to the NGOs that they do succeed in accessing them.
The vaccination of children younger than six is organised by the département, through the PMI, as well as
care for pregnant women during pregnancy and after delivery.
Local PMIs and schools have sometimes organised awareness raising campaigns on vaccination, which is a
prerequisite for the registration of children at school.
The family planning services are open for consultation, even without social coverage. Many Romani women, informed by NGO members, use these services especially for voluntary abortion, contraception or the
treatment of gynaecological infections/illnesses. In practice, the family planning’s activities aim at promoting sexual education, improving access to information on contraception and voluntary abortion. It is one
of the most accessible services for women and adolescents.
In many towns, NGOs such as PU-AMI (First Emergency – International Medical Aid) or Médecins du Monde
initiate prevention campaigns. Health professionals such as the staff of the maternal and childhood protection service go and meet the communities and discuss health issues with them. They advise and guide vulnerable people, especially in order to ensure medical follow-up for pregnant women as well as for children.

Housing
Housing policies are weak or non-existent, and different for French Romani citizens (travellers) and Romani migrants. Housing policies targeting travellers, far from moving towards de-segregation, have created or strengthened segregation over the past 30 years. In fact, following a legislative process initiated
in 1990, the government has very occasionally implemented a programme for building “hosting areas”,
whose aim is to arrange for caravan parking and reduce the inconvenience that it allegedly causes
to mainstream society. This device aims also at providing travellers with basic services such as water,
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Another health care cover system is State Medical Aid (AME in French). This cover is part of the measures
taken by France to fight exclusion. It applies to all vulnerable people in irregular situations with regard to
immigration rules, including EU citizens, and is subject to conditions of residence. The time taken to obtain
certification of this cover, which normally used to be one month, has become longer and is sometimes
three months or more.

electricity, WCs etc. on the spot and making it easier for them to access mainstream services (school,
hospital, administrations).
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However, these “hosting areas” are systematically built far away from city centres, preventing any structural
daily communication between Romani citizens and the rest of the population. Also, this urban marginalisation and segregation of “hosting areas” is a direct cause of poor access to public infrastructures for the
“hosted” people. Moreover, it has been observed that in most cases “hosting areas” are built very near toxic
urban areas such as garbage dumps, recycling sites, railways or highways, which has a direct negative influence on the health of the “hosted”.
A report written by the senator Pierre Hérisson in 2008 showed that only 13,583 places were available and
functional in equipped areas out of the planned total of 41,840. In 2010, only 42% of the planned areas
were created while 66% of the whole number were financed, according to the Ministry of the Interior.2
Housing policy for travellers appears clearly insufficient with regard to the objectives defined by the state
and ill adjusted with regard to both state objectives and, more importantly, to the needs of those concerned.
As concerns Romani migrants, housing policy is close to non-existent and eviction policies nullify the imperfect but necessary attempts that migrants themselves make to fill to this gap.
In 2013, 21,537 Romani people were forcibly evicted from their homes. This is higher than the number of
people squatting or living in shanty towns, as identified by the authorities (16,949 in September 2013).
In fact, all these people have been evicted at least once during 2013. In total, 165 evictions have been
processed by the police, involving 19,380 people. To this figure must be added 22 evacuations/evictions
after fires, for a total of 2,157 people affected. These figures show a considerable increase of the number of
people evicted. Indeed, 9,404 people were forcibly evicted in 2012, compared to 8,455 in 2011.

Civil Society Monitoring

A proclamation by the High Committee on Housing of Disadvantaged People,3 made public on 7 July
2014, demands that the government stop the systematic emptying of illegal camps. The High Committee
qualifies this policy as illegal, inefficient and costly.
The new law proposed by the former Minister for Equality of Territories and Housing, the ecologist Cécile
Duflot, incorporates concrete measures to improve the availability, accessibility and quality of social
housing with access to affordable services. Minister Duflot has announced the launch of a plan to accompany slum clearance, whose main operator would be ADOMA, a majority state-owned company. This operator has been known as a manager of homes for migrants and workers for decades. On March 11, 2014,
the company’s mission was officially presented to organizations fighting against poverty and exclusion.
The objective of the mission entrusted to ADOMA is to achieve full implementation of the circular of 26
August 2012 on accompanying measures to evictions from “illegal camps”, which is considered by the
current government as the strategy on Roma. The IGAS (General Inspectorate of Social Affairs) report on its
evaluation of the multi-year plan against poverty and social inclusion revealed the ineffectiveness of this
circular on the ground. The voluntary departments, – previously identified by the DIHAL, – will be able to
apply for ADOMA intervention in two areas: on one hand, social engineering for the drafting of guidelines
for all stakeholders and assessors, and on the other hand assistance to households with relocation, whether
in the available houses of the operator, in the ordinary housing market or in ad hoc premises, such as villages d’insertion. This three-year initiative will be based on operational contracts between ADOMA and local
authorities. These new programs are not yet operational, but past experiences, including recent and even
ongoing ones, leave no room for optimism. Until now, the programmes have taken the form of “insertion
villages”. Their overall results are deplorable, with a success rate of only 20%.
The government keeps very quiet about the methods for funding these operations. However, the possibility of asking for European funds is often raised in meetings of DIHAL.
2
3

http://place-publique.fr/article/les-roms-exclus-de-l-acces-au.
http://www.hclpd.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/Avis_campements.pdf.
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The following recommendations, especially those addressed to the national authorities, will be in vain if
external players, such as EU, other member states, civil society etc. do not intervene to make the government change the orientation of its political will. Indeed, as this report makes clear, hostility prevails in public
policies targeting Roma or travellers.
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To the National Authorities
In the short term, the national authorities should:
 clarify their position with regard to the European Framework for NRIS and to the strategy submitted in 2011, possibly renewing France’s commitment in a clearer way;
 define, in an open dialogue with representatives of Romani civil society, a clear policy at national
level in all topics mentioned in the EU Framework for NRIS;
 ensure transparency of the actions undertaken to comply with the requirements of the EU Framework for NRIS;
 put in place clear responsibilities and efficient mechanisms for coordinating the actions taken at
local level;
 repeal the discriminatory law of 1969 on gens du voyage;
 start a process of reflection on how to allow the collection of ethnic data as a means of fighting
discrimination;
 further develop high-quality distance education through the CNED and take adequate measures
for improving the education of Roma and travelling children in mainstream schools.
In the longer term, the national authorities should:
 adopt adequate legislation on data collection so as to make sure that discrimination can be measured and combated more efficiently;
 develop real and effective dialogue with community representatives in the four areas covered by
the EU Framework, especially in housing;
 support the employment of Roma and travellers through specific programmes in both public and
private sectors;
 ensure effective cross-border coordination, harmonising the right to health so that this right is
effectively ensured for EU citizens living in a different member state.
To Local Authorities
In the short term, local authorities should:
 improve their knowledge of existing legal and financial tools to respond to the needs of Roma and
travellers in the areas covered by the EU Framework;
 provide the necessary staff and capacity for meeting the need for registered domicile as a prerequisite to accessing social rights;
 establish and develop dialogue with representatives of the concerned communities in order to
adapt public activities to real needs in the most efficient way;
 take advantage of the expertise gained by some professionals in the areas covered by the EU
Framework, especially in housing;

 encourage participation of the concerned communities in the decision making processes.
In the longer term, local authorities should:
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 make full use of the existing legal, material and financial tools to respond to the needs of Roma
and travellers in the areas covered by the EU Framework;
 implement, in close dialogue with representatives of the concerned communities, projects aimed
at efficiently ensuring social rights;
 encourage monitoring of their initiatives by independent bodies, in a spirit of permanent dialogue
with the latter;
 undertake and/or encourage all activities aiming at combating anti-gypsyism and prejudice
against Roma and travellers, in order to promote acceptance of the measures taken in favour of
these communities amongst the population at large.
To Civil Society
In the short term, civil society should:
 refrain from linking the Roma with certain social issues that stigmatise them or even put them in
danger, such as the resurgence of slums in France or juvenile delinquency;
 get closer to the communities concerned and support the emergence of their initiatives while
avoiding directing them;
 promote the representation of these communities in fora for dialogue and discussion with decision makers;
 provide all necessary and possible support for the strengthening of Romani and travellers associations.

Civil Society Monitoring

In the longer term, civil society should:
 seriously consider involving Roma within the activities of associations, including as professionals;
 make sure that the way in which some organisations deliver services does not leave Roma or travellers in a state of lasting dependency.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Aide au chômeur créant ou reprenant une entreprise [Assistance to unemployed people
creating or resuming a business]

AEH

Association Européenne pour la Défense des Droits de l’Homme [European association
for the defence of human rights]

AFEJI

Association des Flandres pour l’éducation, les jeunes, l’inclusion sociale et la formation
professionnelle [Association of Flanders for education, young people, social inclusion and
professional training]

ALJ 93

Association Logement Jeunes 93 [Housing association for youth 93]

AME

Aide Médicale d’État [State medical aid]

ANGVC

Association Nationale des Gens du Voyage Catholiques [National association of Catholic
travellers]

AREAS

Association Régionale d’Etude et d’Action Sociale auprès des gens du voyage [Regional
association for study and social action with travellers]

ASET

Association de Soutien à l’éducation des enfants Tsiganes [Associations of support for the
education of travelling children]

ASE

Aide Sociale à l’Enfance [Social aid for childhood]

CADA

Commission d’accès aux-documents administratifs [Commission on access to
administrative documents]

CAF

Caisse d’Allocations Familiales [Family allowances agency]

CASNAV

Centre Académique verser la Scolarisation des Enfants allophones Nouvellement
arrivée et des Enfants Issus Familles de Itinérantes et de Voyageurs [Academic centre for
schooling of newly arriving students and travelling children]

CCAS

Centre Communal d’Action Sociale [Inter-communal centre for social action]

CFDT

Confédération Française Démocratique du Travail [French democratic confederation
of labour]

CGT

Confédération Générale du Travail [General confederation of labour]

CLA

Classe d’Accueil [Hosting class]

CLIN

Classe d’Initiation pour Non francophones [Initiation class for non-francophones]

CMU

Couverture Maladie Universelle [Universal medical cover]

CNED

Centre National d’Enseignement à Distance [National centre for distance teaching]

CREA

Campagne de Réquisition Entraide et Auto gestion [Campaign for requisition and selfhelp]

DALO

Droit Au Logement Opposable [Law on enforceable right to housing]

DDTM

Direction Départementale des Territoires et des Mers [Departmental direction of
territories and seas]

DIHAL

Délégation Interministérielle à L›Hébergement et à L›Accès au Logement des Personnes
sans abri ou mal logées [Inter-ministerial delegation on emergency lodging and on
access to housing]

EDI

Espace Dynamique d’Insertion [Dynamic space of inclusion]

france

ACCRE
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EHESS

Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales [School for advanced studies in social
sciences ]

ENSP

Ecole Nationale de la Santé Publique [National school of public health]

ERRC

Centre Européen des Droits des Roms [European Roma Rights Centre]

FEDER

Fonds Européen de Développement Régional [European Regional Development Fund]

FNASAT

Fédération nationale des associations solidaires d’actions Avec les Tsiganes et les Gens du
voyage [National federation of associations for solidarity with Gypsies and Travellers]

FNARS

Fédération nationale des associations d’accueil et de Réinsertion sociale [National
federation of host associations and social re-integration]

FSU

Fédération Syndicale Unitaire [United federation of trade unions]

GRETA

Groupement d’Etablissements Publics d’Enseignement [Groups of educational public
institutions]

HALDE

Haute autorité de lutte contre les discriminations et pour l’égalité [High authority for
combating discrimination and promoting equality]

IGA

Inspection Générale de l’Administration [General inspectorate of administration]

IGAS

Inspection Générale des Affaires Sociales [General inspectorate of social affairs]

LDH

Ligue des Droits de l’Homme [League of human rights]

MDPH

Maison Départementale des Personnes Handicapées [Departmental home for disabled
people]

MRAP

Mouvement contre le Racisme et pour l’Amitié entre les Peuples [Movement against
racism and for friendship between peoples]

NGO

Organisation Non Gouvernementale [Non-governmental organization]

NRIS

Stratégie nationale d’intégration des Roms [National Roma Integration Strategy]

NRP

Nouvelle Revue Pédagogique [New pedagogical review]

OFII

Office Français de l’Immigration et de l’Intégration [Office of immigration and
integration]

PMI

Protection Maternelle et Infantile [Center for maternal and infant health]

PU-AMI

Première Urgence – Aide Médicale Internationale [Emergency international medical aid]

RACED

Réseau Action Culture Education Droit [Action network for culture, education and law]

RASED

Réseaux D’Aides Spécialisées aux Elèves en Difficulté [Network of specialised support for
children in difficulty]

RMI

Revenu Minimum d’Insertion [Minimum income for integration]

RSA

Revenu de Solidarité Active [Revenue of active solidarity granted to poor people]

UFAT

Union Française des Associations Tsiganes [French union of associations of Gypsies]

UPE2A

Unité Pédagogique pour Elèves Allophones Arrivants [Pedagogical unit for non-Frenchspeaking arriving students]

URSSAF

Union de Recouvrement pour la Sécurité Sociale et les Allocations Familiales [Union of
collecting for social security and family allowances]

INTRODUCTION

 Firstly, notwithstanding the use of the term “Roma”, the content of the EU Framework for National
Roma Inclusion Strategies excludes any ethnic consideration. Indeed, focusing on four domains
that are of concern for many Europeans of all nationalities and ethnic backgrounds, the spirit of
this framework is quite similar to that of France.
 Secondly, the “explicit but not exclusive targeting” principle could have played a confirming
role, as the way in which the strategy is formulated often shows: Roma are considered as a part
of such and such a vulnerable group, targeted by such and such a policy because of the given
vulnerability.
This attitude of French institutions makes it difficult to assess the efficiency of the policies, which by definition are fuzzy, especially with regard to targets. Since June 2012, France has had a new government
which has a different orientation to the government which submitted the NRIS: for this government, no
special strategy is needed for Roma besides the mainstream rules and policies. In practice, however, their
viewpoint is not different of their predecessors’: “illegal camps” are at the centre of government policies
and have been openly targeted since 2010. The new government adopted an inter-ministerial circular on
26 August 2012 on the “measures accompanying evictions from illegal camps” and considers it as its own
strategy. Since summer 2013, it has announced a new strategy specifically for “migrant Roma” who live in
these “illegal camps”, which differs from the strategy of 2011. However, a year later this new strategy has still
not been published.
It is against this uncertain background that the coalition had to work when researching and monitoring
France’s NRIS. As a consequence, we needed to adapt our work and to concentrate on concrete measures
taken, which in practice do not refer explicitly to the NRIS submitted to European commission.
The objective of this monitoring report is to give the clearest possible picture of the way the NRIS is implemented in France, within the constraints mentioned above.
The methodology included field and desk research, as well as interviews with Roma and officials in charge
of implementing different policies. The coalition made full use of its contacts and networks in order to
obtain first-hand information from Roma and travellers and then to compare this information with that
provided by officials in charge of implementing policies. Desk research on policies, tools and devices was
performed mostly at the beginning of the mission, but also completed during the field research and visiting phase. Neutrality was a constant concern while we were performing this mission, so that dialogue with
stakeholders would be eased and analysis and possible criticism would be constructive.

france

The very adoption by France of a National Roma Inclusion Strategy represented a challenge for the government, as officially France does not make policies with respect to ethnic groups. Two main factors helped
the government to adopt it:
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1. STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS

Priorities in the Context of the Integrated Approach
According to the actual text of the French National Strategy on Roma inclusion, “the local authorities were
consulted on the initial version of this national strategy on 6 January 2012. Some made comments whilst others
decided to send written contributions to the French government or directly to the European Commission”. It is
however difficult to identify these local authorities or the contribution they made during the drafting of the
strategy. Indeed, no public communication has been made on this issue by the government or the local
authorities. Those among them with which our organisations are in contact and who have been asked, had
not been consulted.
Governance seems to be clearly the weakest point of the French NRIS. It is now a well-known fact that
minorities cannot be represented in France, as the state does not recognize them. The existence of the
above-mentioned “Commission Nationale consultative des gens du voyage might be seen as a means to bypass this impediment, but actually it is not. This Commission is composed of ministry representatives, MPs,
local authorities, representatives of travellers’ organisations and experts. Thus, beyond the fact that its role
is purely consultative, those most directly concerned are not in a strong enough position to influence its
recommendations. The Commission is chaired by senator Pierre Hérisson, who has regularly adopted hardline and/or populist positions on Romani issues and who declared publicly that he was against the adoption of a strategy for the inclusion of Roma in France. During the design of the Strategy, the government
consulted him as president of this commission, as well as the president of the National Council for policies
against poverty and exclusion. Two members of the Consultative Commission on travellers that we contacted (FNASAT and ANGVC – National association of catholic travellers) said that they were not consulted,
either individually or as members of this commission. This lack of consultation is all the more questionable
given that the Strategy was then supposed also to concern French citizens of Romani background, who
represent about 95% of the Romani population in the country.
It might then seem paradoxical that for the so-called “migrant Roma”, the new government created the
conditions for some dialogue, through DIHAL. Indeed, the national follow-up group brings together various associations, among them two Romani ones. Rather than a paradox, however, this is one more illustration of the constant nature of France’s policy on Roma, unaffected by political changes. The follow-up
group is clearly not a consistent body of inclusive policy planning and partnership. It swiftly became a
place for civil society organisations to express their dissatisfaction. Exceptionally, some of its members were
and still are happy with this status, as they receive funding for integration and/or decentralised projects,
even when these have proved to be inefficient for years (as in the case of the “village d’insertion”). During a
conference on 27 September 2013, Mr. Regnier was asked why there was such low representation of Roma
in the panels; – only one Romani student was part in a panel and took the floor during this event. He answered by saying that Roma have not enough legitimate organisations to represent them.

france

The EU Framework called on Member States to pursue a targeted approach in line with the Common Basic
Principles for Roma Inclusion, and to ensure consistency of their NRIS with National Reform Programmes
in the Europe 2020 framework.
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The argument is valid up to a point, but it does not explain why none of the Romani organisations that
participated in the national follow-up group set up by DIHAL was invited to participate in this one-day
conference intended to evaluate the implementation of the circular during one year. Indeed, while it is
true that there exist relatively few Romani organisations in France, the question of their legitimacy is related
to the very concept that the government has of Roma: poor and excluded people from Romania living in
“illegal camps”. It is true that, on the initiative of prefect Regnier himself, a working group on Romani culture
has been set up since September 2012. However, so far it has not succeeded in persuading DIHAL to think
of Roma otherwise than as inhabitants of shanty-towns.

Government Agencies in Charge of Coordinating NRIS,
Funding and Sustainability

Civil Society Monitoring

The General Secretariat of European Affairs is an agency of the Prime Minister. This body is in charge of
the coordination of the National Strategy and is the principal interlocutor of European Union institutions.
It is backed up by DIHAL, which is to play the central role from now on, as the new strategy excludes the
gens du voyage as a possible target and concentrates exclusively on what French authorities consider to be
“migrant Roma”, i.e. the inhabitants of illegal camps. This new strategy has not been published but DIHAL
officials have declared during various meetings that it focuses only on “migrant Roma”. Neither the General
Secretariat of European Affairs, nor DIHAL is exclusively responsible for the implementation of the NRIS,
however. In terms of budget for the period until 2020, there is no clear commitment on the part of the
government. Actually, the DIHAL has been allocated four million Euros per year until 2017, when France will
have new presidential and legislative elections. However, on the one hand this budget is limited in time to
the period before 2020 and on the other hand it is also limited to the measures accompanying the eviction
of people from “illegal camps”, planned in an inter-ministerial circular of 26 August 2012.
The previous government, which adopted and transmitted the strategy to the European commission, did
not make any supplementary efforts or policy changes in the matter. It rather classified the ongoing activities undertaken previously under the umbrella of the NRIS in its communication with EC and continued implementing the policy of mass evictions on one hand and of a few very questionable integration
projects on the other (projects known as “villages d’insertion”). The current government, in office since May
2012, considers that this strategy must be replaced by a new one, which is not yet public. Instead, on 26
August 2012 it issued an inter-ministerial circular that it considers as the national policy, thus strategy, on
Roma. Its scope is expressed in the very title, as the circular deals with preparing for and accompanying the
operation of evacuating illegal camps. The circular encourages prefects to order social inquiries previous
to evacuations, so as to identify the most vulnerable occupants of these camps. The “accompaniment”
orientation of the circular is indeed organised in four parts which correspond to some extent to those of
the European frame on national strategies for Roma inclusion: education, health, lodging (which is different
from housing as such) and professional insertion.
This circular is very limiting in itself, since Roma integration is not merely a question of illegal camps. However, this is the official definition of the target population. Moreover, its wording shows that the focus of the
government remains the emptying of the camps and the distancing of their occupants, preferably to their
home countries. The part on social assessment ends with these words:
“When the assessment allows envisaging voluntary return for some foreigners, you will be supported by
the French Office on Immigration and Integration (OFII), as well as in the insertion projects that exist in
the country of origin.”4
It is therefore not surprising that the four million Euros dedicated to the implementation of the circular
have been used mainly for social assessments and very little of it for paying for social hostels for a few

4

Circular on anticipating and accompanying operation of evictions from illegal camps http://circulaire.legifrance.gouv.fr/pdf/2012/08/
cir_35737.pdf.

nights for the most vulnerable people evicted, nor for any sustainable action for the integration of these
people in France, where most of them have lived for several years. The majority of the evicted people have
to go elsewhere and start building new dwellings after every eviction. Those who accept accommodation
in the social hostel for a few nights join them after their lodging ceases. Therefore, the sustainability of
funding in this case does not imply the sustainability of the solutions, but rather the perpetuation of the
problems. Here too, the most needed change is a change of methods.

Indeed, the circular plans for global and personalised responses to the situation of the families in illegal
camps and the DIHAL recommends for the implementer of the integration project to be distinct of the
body who had performed the preliminary social assessment. In this particular case in Ivry sur Seine, the
same structure has been entrusted with both the social assessment and the integration project for only a
limited number of families, specified in advance, previous to the assessment.
On the other hand, DIHAL has set up working groups and a national follow-up group on the implementation of the circular, composed of representatives of the civil society, as well as a network of “voluntary
elected people”, composed of the local authorities that it coordinates. Also, since the beginning of its mission on “illegal camps”, DIHAL has interacted with local correspondents, who are civil servants within the
framework of the prefectures in charge of the implementation of the circular on “illegal camps”. However,
DIHAL has no official authority over these civil servants or over local authorities.
The diversity, – one might even say the divergence, – between the ministries is so great that the President
of the Republic has had to intervene in person on a number of occasions to unify the government’s position, which in a normal political context would be the role of the Prime Minister.
Under these conditions, it would be unrealistic to expect DIHAL to coordinate policies across the ministries. However, thanks to its prestige, DIHAL could influence the authorities managing EU funds, such
as the regional councils. The former Head of DIHAL, Mr. Regnier is a prefect who enjoys the respect of
some stakeholders involved in the integration of homeless people, for whom he has been a valuable
institutional interlocutor. It seems, however, that for the specific mission of implementing the circular on
illegal camps that he was entrusted with by the Prime Minister on 20 September 2012, he and his staff,
in which no Roma are included, have very limited freedom of action. In addition to this limitation, which
is due to political reasons and to the lack of coherence in the government’s policy, as mentioned above,
DIHAL does not make adequate use of the financial leverage that it has in order to make the projects
comply with the circular and with its recommendations for the implementation of the latter. Therefore,
the general opinion of the civil society about the effectiveness and the efficiency of DIHAL’s work is
rather negative. In June 2014, Mr. Regnier was dismissed from the leadership of DIHAL and is still to be
replaced at the time of writing of this report.
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DIHAL does not use this amount directly, but decides on its use by granting or refusing funding for such
projects that may be set up by prefectures, most often in partnership with other local authorities (General
Councils, Municipalities etc.). As mentioned above, the role of DIHAL is to provide advice and methodology
to prefectures but it has no hierarchical power over the prefectures, who directly implement the policy
set by the circular of 26 August 2012. Although it is an inter-ministerial body under the direct authority of
the Prime Minister, the role and impact of DIHAL is quite limited. It produced a vademecum intended to
provide prefectures with a guide for action, but its recommendations are not legally binding and often are
not followed by the prefectures. The only leverage that DIHAL can apply is the budget planned for the implementation of the circular, as it has to approve of the activities that can be financed through this channel.
However, in practice DIHAL does not use this leverage and grants financial support to projects that infringe
its recommendations. As an example, a project is currently being implemented by ALJ 93 (Association Logement Jeunes) in Ivry sur Seine, a town in the suburban area of Paris, to which DIHAL has granted 90,000 EUR
although this project is in contradiction both with the circular and with the recommendations formulated
by DIHAL in the vademecum.

Coordination Between the Different Layers of Implementation
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The mainstreaming of Roma inclusion into regional and local agenda is one of a series of aspects that
makes the French case somewhat particular. Indeed, owing to a certain historical culture in France, –
which will be further discussed in the following chapter, – this question is closely related with that of
anti-discrimination. However, at this stage one cannot fail to notice that generally, government measures to address the social challenges that Roma face are those planned for all people in the same social
situation. This is visible in the very text of the strategy, where different issues related to Roma inclusion
are addressed by mainstream policies especially in the fields of education and health, and to a lesser
extent in those of housing and employment. In practice, however, Roma are often excluded from these
mainstream policies. For example, the school return allowance is a general form of aid for all students
from 6 to 18 years old. However, the CAF (Caisse des Allocations Familiales – Family allowances agency)
often refuses this aid to Roma children from Romania or Bulgaria under the pretext that they cannot
provide a birth certificate issued less than three months before the application. It should be noted that,
on the one hand such a document is no longer required of French citizens and that on the other hand
it does not exist in Romanian law and administrative practice, where the birth certificate is a unique
document issued once and forever.
Coordination between the different layers of governance involved in the implementation of the strategy
is not transparent, as it involves only institutional bodies: ministries, DIHAL, prefectures and, rarely, local
authorities. Therefore, it is difficult to point to good examples of the functioning of this coordination,
while negative examples are all too visible. For instance, at the beginning of February 2013, members
of our coalition team saw some very worrying developments in Lyon with the program ANDATU, 50%
financed by EU Funds. The prefect of Lyon, who initiated this programme with some enthusiasm in
2012, decided to cut off the social allowances that Roma had benefited from since their recruitment
into this program managed by Forum Réfugiés. Worse, the 80 Roma initially recruited into this integration program, who were provided with housing in a disused barracks, were evicted on 1 February 2014,
apparently at the request of the mayor of Bron, the city where the barracks are located. According to
our information, the mayor wanted them to leave before the forthcoming municipal elections and the
prefect decided to terminate the accommodation of these 80 people on 31 January 2014.
In the city of Bobigny, near Paris, the municipality set up a project to support the integration of some dozens of Romanian Roma and gave a mandate for this purpose to Rues et Cité, a local association.
The project was singled out in October 2013 by EC and OSF as a good example of a local initiative for
promoting Roma inclusion within the MERI program (Mayors making the most of EU funds for Roma Inclusion). In the same period, the prefect decided on the expulsion of these people from French territory.
These cases show that there is poor coordination between the different layers of governance involved
in the implementation of integration policies. Not only are worthwhile initiatives scarce and far from
perfect, but often they are nullified by decisions taken by other authorities. There is a considerable gap
between declared strategy and the real policies. In this context, one might wonder whether the formal
mainstreaming of Roma inclusion within the National Reform Programme in Europe 2020 has an added
value or not. Indeed, it currently allows the reality of Roma issues to be diluted into broader objectives
where they become invisible to the European Commission. The role of the civil society in this area is
both important and difficult. It is important because the civil society is in the best position to provide
information on the reality of policies that target Roma, policies that relate much more to repression
than to inclusion. It is also difficult because the long-lasting difficulties faced by Roma should be thoroughly and precisely explained with regard to the reality of the policies that target them, beyond the
official discourse.
ANDATU, like the villages d’insertion projects, are presented as voluntary initiatives for Roma integration,
while in fact in most cases they are humane façades for intensive social control. In a period of crisis, communications about these targeted policies can feed anti-gypsy feelings and behaviour among the majority
population, all the more as these projects fail. Not knowing the real reasons of these failures and listening

to the Minister of the Interior (currently Prime minister) saying that Roma do not want to integrate,5 public
opinion could become less and less supportive of Roma and of integration policies towards them.
Bearing in mind that there are no policies specifically targeting Roma, the only assessment of programmes’
relevance, effectiveness, efficiency and impact is that which applies to the given mainstream policies. However, it is worth noting that some of the government initiatives specifically target Roma, if not explicitly defined
by their ethnic background, at least defined by the social condition which supposedly characterises them.

The Inter-ministerial delegation on lodging and access to housing (DIHAL), in charge of the implementation of this circular, gathers information and coordinates activities at the national level. Some thematic
working groups have been set by DIHAL since it started working in this field. They bring together representatives of civil society who make recommendations on the methodology for implementing the circular,
on the basis of which DIHAL provides the prefectures with recommendations on the ways in which they
could implement the circular.
However, even though all civil society representatives agree that the repeated evictions prevent any constructive action in terms of the integration of the inhabitants of these “illegal camps”, no change can be
observed in the State’s and the prefectures’ policies so far. This situation was criticized on 18 September
2013 by a parliamentarian report6 in these terms:
“In France, almost 5,000 Roma were evicted from their camps between July and September 2012. Although an inter-ministerial circular distributed last August asks the authorities to propose solutions of
the adequate rehousing of the evicted people, the latter generally do not receive any aid and often end
up without shelter, in Paris, Marseille and other French big cities.”

Strengthening the Capacity of Romani Organisations
Strengthening the capacity of Romani organisations is another priority set by the European Framework for
NRIS. On this particular issue, there is a gap between the different concepts and notions of what a “Roma
organisation” means. Indeed, there exist a series of organisations in France in each département7 which are
generally called “association départementale des gens du voyage, or “district organisation of travellers”. However, in most cases these associations are not led by Roma and in general they are not staffed by Roma. The
reason for this situation is the generally low level of education among the traditional Romani community in
France, i.e. the various Romani groups, including Sinté and Kalé, that became resident in the country during
the period from the early 15th to the mid-20th century. If the level of education is higher among the Romani communities that have come to France since the 1960s, this has not so far led to the latter becoming
involved in the NGO sector. Actually, when it comes to organising the community, the level of education is
less at stake than the general landscape of the civil society. Long-established NGOs act as implementers of
State policies, especially in social rights issues, and they are given support for their activities.
Romani organisations do not enter into this category, partly for the reasons mentioned above, but also
because no funds are available for strengthening the capacities of NGOs. Most of them are composed only
of volunteers and have no professional/paid administrative staff to respond to calls and manage funds. As

5
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Pour M. Valls, les Roms qui occupent des campements “ne souhaitent pas s’intégrer” – http://www.lemonde.fr/societe/article/2013/03/15/pour-m-valls-les-roms-ne-souhaitent-pas-s-integrer_1849054_3224.html.
Rapport d’information depose par la commission des affaires européennes sur l’intégration des populations roms http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/14/pdf/europe/rap-info/i1387.pdf.
District, territorial and administrative division of France, division of local government under the authority of a prefect.
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More specifically, there is a general and more or less open consensus that the policy of evicting people
from “illegal camps” and the measures intended to accompany these evictions, which are detailed in a
circular of 26 August 2012, target Roma. No measures are planned for the assessment of the policy that
targets Roma, or rather, this assessment is not efficient.

for the other organisations which target with their activities at Romani people, according to information
obtained by FNASAT, a national federation of various departmental associations of gens du voyage, or travellers, the latter have received little financial support from the ESF.
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On the other hand, these European Funds are used in actions that target not the Roma as such, but vulnerable groups.
It is then very challenging to measure the impact on Roma, due to the fact that there can not be ethnic
data on these social policies, such as the “supported contracts” in the realm of employment for example.
Last, whatever be the reality on these questions, the use of these funds does not target the strengthening
of the Romani organisations, i.e. those led by the Romani community members.
As for the simplification of access to EU funds, no specific steps have been taken to allow financing of small
projects, nor for the non-governmental organisations that lack matching funds or the ability to self-finance
pending reimbursement. A unique template is used in France for seeking public funds to all French public
bodies. However, for EU funds other templates have to be used.

Civil Society Monitoring

Monitoring and Evaluation
Drawing up a strategy does not necessarily mean that it will be implemented in the optimal way for achieving the objective that it sets forth. Monitoring and evaluation are tools that one puts in place when the
intentions are sincere. So far, there has been no known monitoring or evaluation mechanism for the NRIS,
in the same way that the consultation of civil society for its drafting seems to have been a pure formality
and very limited in scope. Only the chairmen of the National Council for combating poverty and exclusion
and of the National Consultative Commission on Travellers were contacted for the drafting of the strategy.
The latter was opposed to the very principle of the adoption of such a strategy in France. There has been no
signal from the government to civil society with regard to monitoring the implementation of the strategy.
In the same way, no public information exists about the possible involvement of local authorities in any
monitoring or evaluation mechanism.
An evaluation has been performed by the General Inspection of Administration (IGA), a state agency,
which published its report in May 2013.8 Although the IGA team did not meet with many grassroots organisations, it succeeded in obtaining a very clear view of the implementation of the circular of 26 August
2012. Its evaluation is quite critical on crucial points of the current policy and its recommendations are
generally adequate, but it did not lead to any change in government policy. In order to ensure appropriate
reporting on Roma socio-economic inclusion in the framework of the Europe 2020 process, participation
by grassroots organisations is needed.
However to ensure such participation, these organisations need some support so that they can improve
their capacities. As a matter of fact, in the majority of the cases they rely entirely on voluntary support and
are quite busy with field work.
The lack of ethnic data also negatively affects the monitoring of governmental policies, but this is not the
only reason for their weakness. Even in a legal system which does not recognise minorities, mechanisms
might be created to allow for proper monitoring of the policies, following the principle of “explicit but not
exclusive targeting”.
Grassroots organisations could be of great help in this regard as they can have a fairly clear view of local
realities. Provided that these organisations have the necessary means to act as a network, they can monitor
the policies at a satisfactory level.

8

http://www.ladocumentationfrancaise.fr/var/storage/rapports-publics/134000412/0000.pdf.

France has set appropriate indicators and measurable targets in various fields, in the framework of the
National Reform Program 2011–2014, but no such indicators exist for the NRIS.
Of course, Roma are not mentioned in the National Reform Program, but some specific groups are explicitly targeted: women, youth, the unemployed and senior citizens.

The main prerequisite for such methods is the strengthening of the organisations’ capacities and within
this, the training of their staff.

Ambiguity as a Disturbing Factor, Its Side Effects and the Vicious Circle
As NRIS measures are mainstreamed into the NRP, it is impossible to know which budgetary resources are
allocated for its implementation. However, although it may be surprising to read this, the core issue is not
that of the share of the budget devoted to Roma inclusion, but rather the way in which this population is
targeted, – one might even say the way in which it is defined by both the European Framework and the
National Strategy. Under the current NRIS, the target group is composed of travellers and the so-called
“migrant Roma”.
In an interview for “Dépêches tsiganes” on 30 November 2011, Pierre Hérisson, while declaring that “France
was not directly concerned by a strategy for Roma, since our constitution does not recognise minorities”,
added immediately that “this does not prevent us from working…” Furthermore, he declared that the aim
was for the caravan sites and family areas to benefit from ERDF. On the other hand, according to him the
“migrant Roma” should be helped to re-integrate in their countries of origin.9
According to empirical observation, there has not been any noteworthy change in the implementation
of the law on caravan sites so far and as for the “migrant Roma”, Hérisson’s view is confirmed: the main
objective pursued by the government remains their return in their countries of origin, even though the
government changed in May/June 2012, a few months after this statement was made. Currently, the government is working on separate strategies for Roma, considered only as inhabitants of “illegal camps”, on
the one hand, and travellers, on the other hand. Such an approach excludes a considerable part of the
Romani population, since altogether, travellers and inhabitants of “illegal camps” represent only a minority.
The majority of Roma live in flats or houses, but this does not protect them from discrimination.
The case of the Gitanos of Perpignan (Southern France) is only one example of settled Roma who face
discrimination while not living in caravans, or in illegal camps.
On the contrary, they are neglected precisely because they have lived in flats in the centre of the city for
a very long time, and the municipality hopes that in this way they can be forced to go and live elsewhere.
Considering the areas defined as “crucial” in the EU framework, the main targeting mechanism of the
French NRIS is based on the criterion of housing (i.e. caravan or illegal camp). The government focuses
especially on illegal camps inhabited by migrant Roma. They represented in September 2013 less than
17,000 people. According to the National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies, at the beginning of

9

Interview with Mr. Pierre Hérisson on the website http://www.depechestsiganes.fr/?p=1872.
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The objectives to be reached are clear and measurable for the population as a whole as well as for these
specific social categories. In other words, the only challenge would be to evaluate, using empirical means,
the change within specific Romani communities in specific areas of this programme so as to show to what
extent these communities are included as beneficiaries of the given policies in employment, education,
health and housing, which are the axes of the European Framework for NRIS. For this purpose, Romani
grassroots organisations could be supported and encouraged to perform such an analysis, while respecting the legislation on data collection and protection.
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2012 there were 141,500 homeless people in France.10 Thus, at most the “migrant Roma” who respond to
homelessness by building shacks illegally represent 12% of those who live with no shelter. However, they
attract the attention of the wider public because every eviction is reported in the media, informed either
by the authorities or by associations.
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As a consequence, while the real situation of many Romani communities deteriorates, public hostility
grows because of the way the policies are presented by the government or because of the way they are
interpreted by the media or by the public itself. Populist comments are legion both on the part of politicians and of simple citizens who “cannot understand the efforts made for Roma while many French people
are jobless, without adequate housing” etc. Indeed, these people are not aware of the real objectives of
the way the government targets “Roma” and of its real goals. Roma being perceived at best only as poor
foreigners, their deportation to their “countries of origin” is considered by many as the only logical response.
This also hampers cooperation between Romani organisations, since the majority of Roma, who are French
citizens, do not wish to be lumped together with immigrants. Also, even among French Roma and their
organisations, there are divisions about how mobility is considered: a central and even exclusive identity
reference for some but secondary for others, who do not travel. It is very important to stress that “travel” is
the standard reference that the state uses to approach the topic. Therefore, it influences its choices of civil
society interlocutors. Mutatis mutandis, this is the point of view on “Roma” expressed by prefect Regnier on
27 September 2013 when he answered a representative of “La voix des Rroms” by saying that Roma had no
legitimate representative organisations. Actually, he was once more thinking of Roma only as people who
live in “illegal camps” and not as the organisations’ representatives, with whom he met regularly.

Civil Society Monitoring

This biased and very reductive view of Roma is therefore the main source of a series of social problems that
they face. It is also a source of hostility among the majority population, which in turn impedes or restricts
the positive initiatives that may sometimes be taken at local level.

10		
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2. ANTI-DISCRIMINATION
For a better understanding the mechanisms of discrimination, it is necessary first to detail the links between discrimination and the very concept of equality. Indeed, while it is nowadays generally accepted
that the fight against discrimination is only the first step towards equality, in France there still exists the
idea that equality is the beginning of the reflection. Guaranteed by the French constitution, the principle of
equality is one of the most important ones in the French Republic. However, it is quite often interpreted as
requiring uniform treatment by the state of different parts of the population. It is precisely this interpretation of equality that prevents recognition of minorities by French law. However, in practice there are special
legal regimes, and that of the Roma is the most problematic.

Registration and Identity Papers
Roma French Citizens
While registration and identity papers are generally considered to be a pre-requisite for accessing and
exercising many rights, registration and the issue of individual documents can be also an instrument of discrimination. This chapter on Roma French citizens will present a general overview of their particular status
in this respect. The specific consequences of this status are presented in the chapter related to housing.
Although Roma people may have been living in France since the 15th century, many of them are not considered as full citizens. Indeed, there is still a category of Roma French people which is subject to a specific
policy: the so-called ”travellers” or gens du voyage.
Roma were the first French people to be given obligatory identity papers, starting in 1912. The “carnet anthropométrique” for nomads, then instituted by law, was the first French identity document and it included two
photos (face and profile), as well as the fingerprints and special features of the holder. Apart from Roma who
were French, foreigners were also obligated to have such papers, which were to be presented to the police
whenever they moved from place to place. During the Second World War, the registration of Roma, not as an
ethnic group but as “nomads”, allowed the French administration to imprison them very easily in internment
camps, from which some of them were not liberated until 1946, one year after the liberation of France. One
has to notice that although the “nomad’s anthropometric booklet” was intended for all itinerant people, an
ingenious system of distinction according to economic activities were put in place to distinguish clearly between Roma and other nomadic people, and only Roma were interned during the war. When in 1969 the law
was reformed, the “nomad’s anthropometric booklet” was replaced by a “circulation booklet”, that had to be
stamped by the police every three months, under penalty of imprisonment. For years, French Roma (mostly
Sinté, who still travel) asked for the abolition of this law. However, no legislative reform intervened for years.
It was only when French citizens obtained the right to approach the Constitutional Court that this discriminatory law was submitted to a test of its constitutionality. By a decision on 5 October 2012, the Court
invalidated several articles of the law of 1969, and in particular, the “carnet de circulation” was cancelled.
The current situation remains somewhat unclear, since those who once had to carry a “circulation booklet”,
now still have to carry a “livret de circulation”, which is normally obligatory travelling merchants and has to
be stamped once a year. Last, but not least, the national identity card issued “travellers” who travel is clearly
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stigmatizing: the official address recorded on it is that of the city hall, so everyone who sees it can identify
the holder as a traveller.
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If we mention these historical developments at this point, it is because they clearly relate to discrimination.
Every time legislation changes or such changes are proposed, by government of by parliament, the intention of the authorities to control and to punish Roma is clearly present. As an example, bill nr. 1610,11 currently being debated in the French Parliament, which provides for the repeal of the law of 1969 regarding
the gens du voyage, would give the prefect the power to force municipalities to build caravan sites, but in
exchange, the same bill would confer the right to expel gens du voyage from any locality if such a site exists
within a distance of 50 kilometres. For every positive change, for instance in access to housing, – indeed
in access for caravans to legal sites – , a repressive provision is planned as a counterbalance, in such a way
that it is difficult to identify the main objective of the law: ensuring access to rights for Roma or reinforcing
repression and control over them.
Non-French Roma Living in France
As for the “migrant Roma”, their right and access to public services in France depend on their nationality,
and eventually on whether they have legal permission to stay in France (titre de séjour) or not. Among these
Roma, the main distinction is between Bulgarian and Romanian citizens on the one hand, who have been
European citizens since Bulgaria and Romania joined the European Union on 1 January 2007, and Roma
citizens of other countries of Europe who are not yet members of the Union, on the other.

Civil Society Monitoring

Recent Bulgarian and Romanian Roma Migrants
It is impossible to assess the real numbers of Roma who have migrated to France from Bulgaria and Romania in recent years, as no records of this migration exist. In the public discourse and policies however,
the “migrant Roma” are exclusively Romanian or Bulgarian migrants, – not all of them Roma, – in situations
of great poverty, living in slums or squats. A census whose results were made public in September 2013
estimated their number at slightly less than 17,000. This number does not take into account those migrant
Roma who have managed somehow to live in different conditions, and who, according to empirical observation, are more numerous.
On 1 January 2014, the period during which EU member states could restrict access to employment to Romanian and Bulgarian citizens ended. Therefore, this institutional discrimination disappeared but equal access
to all fundamental rights recognized by the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights still remains to be achieved.
First of all, main rights and access to the French social security system and to many public services are conditional upon possession of a domicile (i.e. registered address), or a postal address.
The social services of local councils are bound by law to provide an official domicile for all homeless people
who live within their territorial jurisdiction or, alternatively, to orient them to NGOs who are charged with
this mission and vested with an official agreement by the prefecture. Very often, the municipalities chose
the second option. Though this might appear an easier way for the migrants, in fact it is sometimes more
difficult. The NGOs can provide domicile, but only for a limited number of people, fixed by the prefecture
services in accordance with each NGO’s capacity. In Seine-Saint-Denis département, where a considerable
number of Roma migrants from Romania and Bulgaria live, the directorate of social cohesion, which normally issues these administrative agreements, is not entitled to do so for Romani organisations. Requests
made by the latter have to be addressed directly to the prefect.
Another problem is the use of Romanian documents in France. While the Romanian identity card is sufficient for the holder to travel to and stay in France, including in case of police checks, it is very often refused
by Postal Bank offices as a valid document for those migrants who need to open a bank account, on the
pretext that it is not signed by the holder.
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On 10 March 2014, Mr. Dragoiu, whose vehicle had been immobilised by the police, went to the police
station of Colombes (département of Hauts de Seine, 92) to recover it, showing among other papers his Romanian driving licence. The policeman who received him told him that he could only take back the vehicle
with a French driving licence and that he risked three years’ imprisonment if he drove in France with the
Romanian licence, which of course is not true. It emerged a few hours later that this was not the territorially competent police station and that Mr. Dragoiu could recover his vehicle elsewhere, as another police
station was responsible for this matter. However, when La voix des Rroms contacted the first police station
by phone, before the proper police station was identified, the police did not deny the fallacious argument,
nor the fact that they had used it.

Roma people from outside the European Union have few rights in France, unless they obtain permission to
stay (titre de séjour). To obtain it, Roma, like their co-nationals often request political asylum. Due to the conflicts in Bosnia and Kosovo, more than 50,000 Roma from these areas came to France. The French authorities granted asylum for these people, until the mid-2000s. As a result, they have no particular difficulties
and some of them have even acquired French citizenship. However, during recent years many requests of
asylum have been rejected and applicants have been sent back, to Kosovo or Serbia for example.
Illegal immigrants can still regularize their situation after five years of residence, as can children registered
in schools, but this is quite difficult. One shocking case occurred in autumn 2013: the expulsion from
France of a young Kosovar girl, Leonarda Dibrani, arrested at school on 9 October 2013. Despite protests
and demonstrations, she had to quit France with her family, just a few days before they would have had
the right to obtain a permit to stay since they had been in France for almost five years. It emerged, once
the family had been deported to Mitrovica (Kosovo), that Leonarda, her sisters and even their mother were
actually, born in Italy, where the family lived for years before coming to France, without any documentation. In other words, this was an “imported” case, like many others, of Romani people who, without any
documentation in Italy, try to obtain papers as asylum seekers in France.

The Struggle Against Anti-Roma Discrimination and Racism
Because of the republican tradition in France which treats all citizens as equal, the constitutional principle
of equality is officially interpreted to mean that any characterisation of any individual by her/his race or
ethnicity for any official purpose is forbidden, which forbids official recognition of minorities, or official data
collection about such minorities.
The French Constitution forbids discrimination and requires equal access to human rights and public services for all. The French Penal Code (art. 225-1) defines discrimination as the violation of the equality principle on the grounds of a series of criteria, which include belonging to a real or supposed race, nation, ethnic
background etc., and condemns it. Yet, discriminatory treatment and practices are common in the case of
recent Roma migrants in France. With regard to French Roma, called “travellers”, the discrimination is even
enshrined in law, since the special statute of 1969 concerning them is still in force. A structural situation of
discrimination and of specific exclusion is created by restrictions on some fundamental rights such as the
right to move around, to stay and to work in France, even for European citizens.
The most severe limitation of equal rights of European Roma migrants relates to freedom of moving
around and living in France. This is due to the contradiction between the principle of equality guar
anteed for European citizens and the wide possibilities offered to member states to expel European
citizens in case of lack of resources. These legal reasons for expulsions were themselves an institutional result of transitory measures taken by France in 2007 for Romanian and Bulgarian citizens, which
prevented them from freely accessing the job market. As a matter of fact, France prefers a minimal
transposition of EU rules on free movement with the laws of July 24, 2006 and June 16, 2011, using its
right to restrictions to its fullest extent, to the recommendations of the European commission which
advised the liberalisation of the job market after 2009. It permitted discrimination against Roma to
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take place under the guise of the implementation of rules permitted by EU law on the free movement
of people.
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Allowing certain EU citizens – Romanians and Bulgarians – to move freely within the EU but not to work
created in practice the conditions for particularly discriminatory treatment against Roma in France. Indeed,
these measures left the majority of them unable to rent available accommodation, and forced them to live
in illegal settlements. Then it is still very easy to expel them from French territory on three legal grounds:

30

 because they have neither resources nor work, even when they are looking for employment, and
so they represent a burden on the French social protection system. This burden is presumed as a
result of the lack of income. The fact that the person does not receive any financial support such
as RSA (revenue of active solidarity granted to poor people) or family benefits, or even of health
care, – with some exceptions, – is not taken into account by the administration;
 because the camps where they settle present sanitary or security risks, since they do not have
electricity, water and waste collection services, which most municipalities refuse to provide;
 lastly, the French law on internal security of 18 March 2003 allows prefects to expel European citizens when they constitute a threat to public order, to health, tranquillity and security.

Civil Society Monitoring

As a result, and although these rules applied to all Romanian and Bulgarian citizens, those non-Roma were
only expelled in exceptional cases, while almost all Roma living in shanty towns in France have been deported to their countries of origin at least once.
According to specific transitory measures, recent European Roma migrants in France, from the entry of
Bulgaria and Romania into the EU in 2007 up to 1 January 2014, were deprived of the right to work, and
therefore to permanent residence in France, except for a minority of them who hold a permit to stay. The
result of these specific measures is that most of them had, and still have, to earn their living through legally
unrecognized or irregular activities such as collecting and recycling domestic and industrial waste and
scrap, or from begging; they also had or have to settle upon illegal plots from which they were constantly
chased by lawsuits brought by public or private owners, even when these areas were and still are unaffected or unutilized. On those illegal settlements, in most cases, the local authorities refuse to provide any basic
services such as water, electricity, and to a lesser extent also waste disposal, although by doing so they are
failing to respond to human needs. They do not offer the low-cost rental contracts which the precarious
occupiers might be willing to pay. As results, most of the camps are dirty and present sanitary risks, with
frequent deadly fires.12
These sanitary risks, combined with the huge difficulties faced by the Roma population of illegal due their
overall exclusion, which forces them to beg, also arouses the hostility of their neighbours. Despite their
small number, around 17,000, Roma people who have recently arrived in France are thought of and perceived by the rest of the population as being unable or unwilling to achieve ordinary inclusion in French
society, or worse, as robbers, dangerous people involved in black-market activities. This strong feeling of
rejection and fear, even of hatred, is due to a serious misunderstanding, and is steadily fed by the media,
in a context of social and political crisis and the general increase of unemployment and poverty. Racist
behaviour against all poor foreigners, but especially against Roma, have developed with the growth of the
extreme right in politics. In such circumstances, Roma people, as they have done throughout history, take
the role of providential scapegoats.
This anti-gypsyism led to public hysteria with the approach of French local and European elections in
March and May 2014, which pushed mayors to take extreme steps in order to win votes.13 But it is also
legitimated by the French government, and its former Minister of Interior Manuel Valls, currently Prime
minister, who often described Roma migrants as people whose culture contrasts with French culture and
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In Bobigny (Seine saint-Denis) two children have been burnt to death in an accidental fire in recent years. Other cases involved one
adult on 19 May 2013, one child on 6 December 2013 in Lille, and two adults and one child in Lyon on 13 May 2013.
For instance, The UMP Mayor of Saint-Maur (94) after having given shelter in mobile homes to 50 Roma people for the winter of
2012–2013, obliged them to return to Romania by a deportation order in October 2013 in order to put homeless French people in
their place.

who therefore have no right to stay in France but should return to Romania or Bulgaria. He did so in a radio
interview on 14 March 2013, which was very widely relayed by all important media. The MRAP protested
against this speech to the Court of Justice of the Republic, but this special court for ministers rejected the
petition on 19 December 2013, deciding that the speech “does not exceed the admissible limits of the
freedom of speech”.14 La Voix des Rroms chose instead the ordinary tribunal, arguing that this interview does
not belong to the activities of Manuel Valls as a minister, but as a politician. The case is now pending and
the tribunal of Paris will first decide on its jurisdiction over the case, on 4th December 2014, and then, if the
tribunal declares itself competent, the case will go to court on 28 May 2015.

On the other hand, no effort is made by public authorities, – either national or local, – to build public awareness of the real difficulties that recent Roma migrants have encountered since their arrival to work and live
normally in France, or to inform recent Roma migrants about their rights. On the contrary, there are many
examples of public services giving false information, or refusing their rights to Roma people.

Institutional Discrimination
Institutional discrimination is the collective failure of public authorities and services to provide equal, appropriate and professional service to people because of their cultural or ethnic origin. Although formally
forbidden by law, discrimination is however present in practice and, strangely enough even in the law itself.
Indeed, the very existence of a special legal regime for the gens du voyage is discriminatory. This is why the
Constitutional Council repealed several articles of the law on gens du voyage. Two elements stand out in
this modification of the law:
 First of all, it was the Union Française des Associations Tsiganes (UFAT), who approached the Council
on this issue on the first day that individuals and NGOs were entitled to do so (1 March 2010). Thus,
the initiative did not come from the institutions but from civil society.
 Second, the modification to the law came from a court decision and not from the legislative authority, which is the normal way. For one century, since the first law on “nomads” was adopted in
1912, the French Parliament failed to envisage equality by law for this part of the French population. Instead, in 1969 it preferred to change the vocabulary: the “nomads” became “gens du voyage”
and their “carnet anthropométrique” became a “carnet de circulation”.
In the mind of the institutions, as in the mind of a large part of the population, the “gypsies” were and still
are a problematic group regarded with great suspicion, to be carefully controlled. Prejudice and stereotypes are very present and notwithstanding the politically correct discourse, they are not considered as
equal French citizens.
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Valls et les Roms: la plainte du MRAP classée sans suite http://www.lemonde.fr/politique/article/2013/12/19/valls-et-les-roms-laplainte-du-mrap-classee-sans-suite_4337736_823448.html.
http://www.lemonde.fr/societe/article/2014/02/05/des-familles-roms-agressees-a-l-acide-a-paris_4360454_3224.html.
http://www.metronews.fr/paris/acide-sur-les-roms-l-arroseur-connaitra-son-sort-ce-lundi/mnek!5HCyJEF1Ngz2E/.
http://tempsreel.nouvelobs.com/societe/20140519.OBS7628/jet-de-produit-nocif-sur-le-matelas-de-roms-a-paris-l-accuse-relaxe.html.
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As described, unfortunately, instead of fighting discrimination, French government contributes rather to
the growth of anti-Roma racism and discrimination, and to the reinforcement of the popular tendency to
use Roma people as scapegoats and sometimes to commit violence against them. On February 2014, two
homeless Roma who lived in phone cabins in Paris complained to the police about being attacked with
acid by a man.15 The aggressor was a former high official who had worked, among other places, in the cabinet of the prime minister16 in the early 2000s. However, the police did not collect evidence but preferred
to throw away the mattress soaked with the liquid used in the attack. Therefore, the tribunal acquitted the
accused,17 who admitted having thrown liquid on the place where these Roma lived, but claimed that the
liquid was only water with bleach and black soap. A few days later, the Roma couple who had complained
were served with a deportation order.
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This mindset, in which Roma are considered as a foreign body in the French nation, precedes the arrival of
recent Roma migrants. When Bulgaria and Romania joined the EU in 2007, the citizens of these countries
came under a special transitory regime that prevented them from coming to work in France. As mentioned in the previous chapter, in doing this, France did not infringe any EU hard law. However, while such
measures were retained for only one or two years when Spain and then Portugal joined the EU, they were
applied in France for seven years against Romanian and Bulgarian citizens.
Formally, there was no discrimination in imposing such a regime, which was made possible by the treaties
of adhesion and which concerned all citizens of these two countries. However, round-ups were regularly
carried out in slums inhabited by Roma in the same way that other round-ups targeted extra-European
illegal migrants, especially in the capital. As for ethnic Romanians, they were not especially targeted by
police round-ups.
Before being elected in May 2012, President Hollande announced a change in the treatment of Bulgarian and Romanian migrants, in the light of the European Commission’s recommendations. However, the
change turned out to be much more limited: on 26 August 2012 the government adopted an Inter-ministerial Circular upon the anticipation of evictions from illegal camps, signed by seven ministers. The purpose
of this Circular – which is not legally binding – was to give a humanitarian facade to evictions from camps.
It recommended social assessments, to be carried out before evictions, in order to identify the needs of the
inhabitants, and stated that studies and health care, should not be interrupted, and alternative solutions
for housing had to be offered. However, the evaluation by the French Ombudsman (Défenseur des Droits)
published in June 2013 provided clear evidence of the non-application of this Circular, apart from a very
few exceptions: in most cases, the inhabitants of illegal camps are evicted without any previous social assessment and without any alternative proposal of shelter, school or medical care.

Civil Society Monitoring

On January 2014, the French League of Human Rights (LDH) and the European Roma Rights Centre (ERRC)
published a census of forced evictions of Roma migrants from their camps in 2013: up to 21,537 persons
were evicted from illegal settlements, against 9,404 in 2012 and 8,455 in 2011, so, the number more than
doubled from one year to the next. As the number of inhabitants of illegal camps in France is assessed as
16,947, this means that every member of this minority was evicted more than once in 2013.
As long as France continues to use huge police resources to evict from their transitory dwellings people
who were deprived until recently of the right to work, denying their rights to housing, health care and continuity of education, it will be violating both its own legislation and EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. The
question is: what leverage the European Commission can apply in order to efficiently enforce EU legislation
in the member states.
Discrimination in the Access to Voting Rights
As mentioned above, the “gens du voyage – travellers” status in France is discriminatory, including in terms
of civic rights. It is true that the recent decision of the Constitutional Council repealed the legal requirement of three years of domicile for travellers before they can vote in their city of residence. However, the
maximum quota of 3% of travellers that can be domiciled in a given city is still in force. This quota cannot
be understood otherwise than as a clear intention, enshrined in law, for the travellers not to be able to
influence local political life, and therefore policies.
The motion No. 1610 tabled in National Assembly (the lower chamber of the French Parliament) on 5 December 2013 aims at repealing the whole law of 1969 on gens du voyage but so far it has not been debated
and its fate remains uncertain.
Bulgarian and Romanian citizens are allowed to register and vote in municipal and European elections
if they live and have been domiciled in France for at least six months, as French citizens. While there
was a public campaign, including TV spots, aiming at informing and encouraging young people to
register as voters before the end of 2013, so that they could vote in the forthcoming municipal and
European elections, no action targeted European citizens residing in France. A few associations did
inform slum-dwellers and even helped them to take steps to register as voters. Although in general the

registration of those migrants willing to vote has been relatively easy, here too discriminatory manoeuvres are clearly present.
A circular of 25 July 2013 adopted by the Minister of the Interior,18 giving instructions on how to apply certain articles of the electoral code, excluded European citizens from the legal possibility to vote in municipal
elections even if they are administratively domiciled there. In other words according to this circular the
legal provisions for homeless French people were not applicable to homeless European people. Such an
interpretation is not a flagrant distortion of law.

Here again, therefore, there is a clear intention and engagement by the government and some politicians to
limit as far as possible the rights of European citizens to vote. If in theory this treatment concerns all EU citizens,
in practice it concerns the most vulnerable and precarious among them: those who do not have an official
address other than the administratively allocated one. Among these EU citizens at risk, the majority are Roma.

Anti-Discrimination Body and Legal Assistance
Equal treatment and anti-discrimination principles established by laws and by international or European
regulations are under the control of any national judiciary body and according to the Constitution international regulations have precedence over domestic law in cases of contradiction between them. This
mechanism of precedence is used especially with regard to the European Convention on Human rights.
With regard to the anti-discrimination body required by EU law, it was first created by a law of 30 December
2004,19 under the name of “Haute Autorité de Lutte contre les Discriminations et pour l’Egalité – High Authority
of the Fight against Discrimination and for Equality”, hereafter referred to by its acronym, HALDE.
HALDE was an Independent Administrative Authority vested with some power of investigation in cases of
discrimination. This body also had the power to make recommendations to public and private legal subjects to desist in cases of discrimination, as well as to fine them if the mediation was unsuccessful. Lastly,
HALDE could present observations to the courts when victims decided to bring a case.
A law of 29 March 2011 gathered together several authorities into one independent administrative authority: the Ombudsman (Défenseur des droits). HALDE was one of the bodies embedded in this new institution,
together with the Mediator of the Republic, the Defender of Children and the National Commission of
Security Deontology, whose respective jurisdictions have been combined under the Defender of Rights
since 2011. The first Ombudsman was Mr. Dominique Baudis, appointed to this position in June 2011. In
June 2013, he addressed a highly critical report on government policy on Roma to the government and to
the Consultative National Commission on Human Rights.20
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http://circulaire.legifrance.gouv.fr/pdf/2013/07/cir_37324.pdf.
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000000423967.
Bilan de l’application de la Circulaire interministérielle du 26 août 2012, http://www.defenseurdesdroits.fr/sinformer-sur-le-defenseur-des-droits/linstitution/actualites/situation-des-roms-bilan-de.
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In fact, the provisions that extended the right to vote in municipal elections to European citizens were introduced by a law of 1998, which referred to the law then in force. As for the provision that added administrative
domicile as a proof of residence for obtaining voting rights, this was added in 2007. The Ministry of the Interior
had searched through the details of the law for a technical flaw that they then used to block voting rights
in municipal elections for European citizens who have only an administrative domiciliation. Based on this
circular, the electoral commission of Villeurbanne, near Lyon, specified that 13 Roma who were registered as
voters could not vote in municipal elections but could vote in European elections. In Saint-Denis, near Paris,
the socialist candidate challenged the registration of 30 Romanian Roma on the electoral rolls in court, on the
sole pretext that all of them had the same address. Indeed, these migrants are included in a project led by
the municipality and effectively live at the same address, but there was nothing fraudulent about their registration. The court rejected his petition and they were able vote in both municipal and European elections.
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In this report, the Ombudsman criticizes the recurrent evictions suffered by Roma, without any measures to
help them integrate, which pushes them into “forced nomadism”. The government did not react to this report
however, until in September 2013, when the Minister of the Interior repeated that only a minority of Roma are
willing to integrate, because “their culture is obviously in contrast” with that of the rest of the population. Due
to the polemical debate that followed, the Prime Minister declared that the circular on evictions from illegal
settlements was comprehensive. Presenting this circular as “the policy of the government”, he declared: “It
covers everything, including firmness, including the rule of law but also all the integration work, all the work of social
support “. This is a blatant example of “official deafness”, since it is precisely the non-respect of this very circular
and of legal standards on evictions that the Ombudsman was arguing about.21
The Ombudsman has also intervened legally in several cases, especially related to eviction cases in the
courts, supporting the defence of the inhabitants of illegal camps.
Lastly, the Ombudsman also makes decisions on discriminatory practices, as HALDE did before. On 28 February 2013, Mr. Baudis declared discriminatory the rejection of the Romanian ID card by a bank,22 requested
the management to give instructions to the banks offices to accept these documents and also informed
the Ministry of Finances and the French Federation of Banks about on this decision.
Another important decision is the general recommendation of the Ombudsman on access to water and
electricity for travellers living in caravans on private land.23 Ombudsman recalls that in view of the significant
number of complaints on this specific issue, the municipalities should apply the law without discrimination.

Civil Society Monitoring

To conclude, the role played by the Ombudsman is a very important one, and civil society appreciates his
interventions on specific cases. It is however regrettable that his reports on the overall situation have not
so far affected the government’s policy.
Sadly, Dominique Baudis died on 10 April 2014. In June President François Hollande nominated Jacques
Toubon to succeed to him. This nomination gave birth to strong reactions, as Mr. Toubon is a very controversial figure. A former minister, he argued among things against the abolition of the death penalty
and against the de-criminalisation of homosexuality. An on-line petition against his nomination has
collected about 100,000 signatures, including those of many political and human rights personalities.
However, this appointment has been confirmed and Jacques Toubon is now France’s Ombudsman. Given this situation, one must expect a change for the worse in the contribution that the institution has
brought so far.

Implementation of European Norms: ECHR Judgements, EU Race Directive
and European Charter of Fundamental Rights
On 17 October 2013, the European Court of Human Rights condemned France for violation of article 8,
both alone and in combination with article 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights, in a case
involving a group of Sinté, considered as travellers (Winterstein and others v. France). According to the Court,
the right to a home and to private and family life was violated for 25 “travellers” in Herblay, whom domestic
courts had sentenced to eviction from their private plots without any proposal for alternative housing. The
main contribution of this judgment is that it does not consider a legitimate goal leading to the decision to
evict as being necessary in a democratic society, meaning that eviction is not a proportionate response to
the illegality of the installation, which had lasted for several years. From this point of view, there is a clear
difference with the French judiciary as the latter gives precedence to ownership rights. It is too soon to
draw conclusions as to whether the domestic courts will follow this European orientation, but it will depend largely on the role of civil society and of lawyers, who could use the precedent in future court cases.
21
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http://www.liberation.fr/politiques/2013/09/27/roms-le-defenseur-des-droits-accuse-le-gouvernement-de-ne-pas-appliquer-sapropre-politique_935131.
http://www.defenseurdesdroits.fr/sites/default/files/upload/decisions/MLD%202013-10.pdf.
http://www.defenseurdesdroits.fr/sites/default/files/upload/decisions/recommandation_2011-84.pdf.

In any case, the extension and stabilisation of this ruling in France will have to rely only on individual court
actions, as French law does not allow collective court actions.

Protection of Romani Children’s Rights
The protection of children’s rights is probably the most ambivalent topic when it comes to Roma in France.
While it is generally admitted that the best interest of the child should guide all decisions concerning any
child, prejudice strongly affects the protection of Romani children. In an interview on the most popular
channel BFM TV, the socialist candidate running for municipal election in Paris, Mrs. Anne Hidalgo, said,
among other things:
“it is not normal for children to sleep in the streets (…) we have petitioned the public prosecutor (…) the
judge says ‘no’, as long as he [the child] is with his parents he is not in danger. This I cannot accept and I
want to change this state of affairs”
In a meeting on 11 March 2014, DIHAL called for an experimental project of a centre for juvenile Romani
delinquents. The NGO representatives, including “Hors la rue”, which specializes in protecting isolated minors, firmly contested the idea of such a project.
However, the idea that Romani children should be “protected” against their parents is becoming more and
more dangerously common and it is not impossible that such an “experimental” centre will be created in
the next few months.
This is all the more unacceptable as the family, which is the normal environment for any child, is threatened
by the state’s policy. The recurrent evictions force families into a precarious state which often prevents
children from attending school. On 27 August 2013, a few days before the start of the school year, the Minister of Education, Mr. Vincent Peillon, declared that it is unacceptable that Romani children interrupt their
education because their families are evicted.
He was reacting then to the eviction by police of an “illegal camp” in Bobigny, near Paris. However, this
comment did not bring any change and many children still interrupt their education as their families are
evicted with no housing solution proposed, as in Villebon-sur-Yvette on 3 June 2014.
In October 2013, a young mother was separated from her 17-month-old baby in a police station in Evry.
Arrested together with her husband because the latter had wounded another resident of the social hotel
they were living in, she declared to the police that her baby could be given to her sister during the time of
the custody.
However, the police refused to contact her sister and instead called the child protection service who took
away the baby. When the mother was set free the following day, she was not given any information about
where and how to recover the baby. It was only thanks to the intervention of the association La voix des
Rroms that she was able to get this information and take back the child about one week later.
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The Race Directive and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights are the two main legal sources for the fight
against discrimination. Their implementation, however, remains very feeble. The European Commission
has twice warned France about the eviction of Roma, threatening an infringement procedure. However,
and although tangible proof was provided to the Commission on the existence of mass evictions in 2010,
no measures were taken. More recently and since the adoption of the NRIS, mass evictions have continued.
These evictions contradict the principle of human dignity, which lies at the heart of the European Charter.
The European Commission renewed its threats on September 2013, after the statement made by Minister
of the Interior Valls about Roma not being willing to integrate, but once more it did not act, although the
policy that Mr. Valls assumed then is still being implemented. It would probably have been preferable for
the European Commission not to use such public threats, as it risks losing its authority.

In other cases, children who needed protection were not given it. The RACED NGO reports the case of a
young girl arrested by police for theft six years ago when she was eleven years old. The educational assistance measure required then by the judge was not implemented by the body for youth protection.
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Five years later she was arrested again for prostitution and the body in charge of children’s protection (ASE
Aide Sociale à l’Enfance – Social Aid to Childhood) was asked why no educational assistance had been put
in place five years earlier. The ASE replied that these people are elusive, the Romani children run away from
the institutions and therefore, the ASE did not apply the measure of protection. Once more, ASE was asked
by the Legal Protection of Youth Service to arrange for educational assistance but again ASE refused. Finally,
the same girl was arrested again six months later for theft and sentenced to prison.
Although she was still a minor, she was about to be sent to a prison for adults. Her parents were not informed about the trial and the judgement and it was difficult for them to get information. Finally, RACED
succeeded in sending her birth certificate to the penitentiary and saved her from being imprisoned in the
adult quarters of the prison.

Romani Women’s Rights

Civil Society Monitoring

Put in the general context of France’s policy on the Romani population as a whole, the particular situation
of women does not stand out. On the one hand, the NRIS does not plan any particular action for Romani
women. It only mentions them as a particular group in terms of health policy and as possible victims of
crimes such as trafficking of human beings. Specifically, the government was committed to supporting
health programmes implemented by the NGO sector. Also, the NRIS mentions the possibility of women
victims of trafficking being protected and given residence permits when they cooperate with the police.
No visible change has taken place since the NRIS was adopted, including in the areas mentioned by the
strategy. This is probably due to the fact that the need for particular care and action in individual cases of
women is exceptional, on the one hand, while on the other hand, the need for action targeting Romani
women as a group appears unnecessary in cases of overall exclusion and prejudice.
Actually, instead of double discrimination, one should rather speak here of superposed discrimination: the
discrimination against Roma in general is so powerful that discrimination based on gender does not even
need to happen.
The few cases when the human rights of a woman have to be particularly protected are related to her immediate environment: family, friends and neighbourhood. Apart from being fortunately exceptional, they are
very similar, or even identical, to cases involving non-Romani people. However, they are not treated in the
same way as non-Romani women in similar situations. In 2012, for example, a pregnant Romani woman was
beaten up by her husband and gave birth prematurely. RACED accompanied her to the social assistant, who
recommended that she complain to the police, which she did. The social service however did not offer any
protection other than a social hostel. The young mother had to live in five different hostels within a month,
with her baby and with no nutritional aid either for herself or for the baby. The husband found her and she
went back to the shanty-town where she lived with him before. She continued to suffer violence from her
husband and her in-laws. Four months later, she complained again to the police and had to run away, without
the baby, and lived for several weeks in the flat of a RACED member, before she was again offered a social hostel. With the support of voluntary social workers of RACED, it took one year for her to be placed in a protection
centre for mothers, with her child, as normally happens to other women who are victims of conjugal violence.

Measures Against Human Trafficking
According to the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, “trafficking in human beings is prohibited” (art. 5), and
“The employment of children is prohibited” (art. 32).

Although the media and public discourse in France focus on Roma trafficking networks and tend to present all Roma people as robbers and delinquents, the percentage of Roma teenagers involved in trafficking
in France is low.
According to a study by Olivier Peyroux,24 about 90 % of Roma children living in illegal camps in France are
not subject to human trafficking or to forced robbery.
In 2011, only 200 Romanian minors were judged in Paris courts, while the police services estimate at between 400 to 600 the number of so-called Roma children who are forced to steal, although the Parisian
region counts around 6,000 to 7,000 Romani minors.
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On the website of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the page “France and Romania” presents the different domains in which the two countries cooperate. The final paragraph of this page concerns Roma and it reads:
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Franco-Romanian cooperation on the issue of Romani populations’ integration
A bilateral cooperation was put in place aimed at fighting the criminality of networks which exploit
Romani populations, and at supporting the integration and the re-integration of these populations in
Romania. Since the end of 2011, some fifteen Romanian officers have been sent in France to back the
French police in the fight against the criminal networks that plague our countries.
Other exchanges are planned with a view to strengthening this cooperation. The will of France is for
this issue to be discussed at the European level, in order to create a permanent framework allowing the
States of origin of Romani populations to meet their responsibility to integrate them.25
This text is extremely clear about the aims of the French government. Even for the sovereign issue of
security, France employs Romanian policemen. According to the study mentioned above, only a small
minority (about 10%) of Romani children living in shanty-towns commit delinquent acts, essentially petty
crime. Some of them are probably trafficked. However, and although the cooperation between France and
Romania polices is relatively long-standing (since 1997),26 this cooperation has not led to any serious case
of trafficking involving Romanian Roma being brought justice.

The Principle of Non-Discrimination Based on Nationality of EU Citizens
In the French context, this question pertains almost exclusively to Romanian and Bulgarian citizens. The
number of Romanian Roma citizens in France is higher than that of Bulgarian citizens. According to several
observers and specialists, such as Martin Olivera, the rate of Romanian Roma migration to France is the
same as the rate of the whole Romanian population who migrated to this country. In other words, Roma do
not migrate more their non-Roma co-citizens. In the case of Bulgarian Roma, one can say that they migrate
even less than their non-Romani co-citizens.
Apart from the transitory measures that excluded these EU citizens from free access to employment in
France, no other distinction was made by law as such. However, administrative practices or even the behaviour of private entities made and still make the situation more difficult for Roma and even for non-Roma
citizens of these countries than for other citizens.
Apart the example of the non-acceptance of Romanian ID in banks that has already been mentioned, and
which concerned the Post Bank, a State company, one might mention the reluctance of the agencies for
employment (Pôle emploi) to register Romanian citizens as job seekers after 1 January 2014. An internal
note was circulated to these agencies ordering officials not to register Romanians until the publication of a
24
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Délinquants et victimes. La traite des enfants d’Europe de l’Est en France”, Non Lieu, 2013.
http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/dossiers-pays/roumanie/la-france-et-la-roumanie.
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000022406740.

circular from the Minister of Employment that was supposed to open this right to Romanian citizens, while
in fact this right was acquired automatically and no circular was either necessary or planned.
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Also, the deportation orders continue with regard to Roma originating from Romania and Bulgaria. The
requirements for such deportation orders are not respected by the prefects, as also emerges from a report
by ERRC on France for the period 2011–2012.27 Indeed, in most cases they are based on the lack of resources, which legally has to be detailed with consideration of the individual situation. However, the orders are
printed, signed and stamped, with blank for the police to write in individual data: name, date and place
of birth etc. by hand. In January 2014, during one of these operations of mass distribution of deportation
orders in Pierrefitte, north of Paris, the police photographed everyone holding their ID on their chest.
As a result of being excluded for years from the possibility of working legally, the Roma have adopted independent income-generating activities such as collecting scrap or old furniture, selling flowers, newspapers
etc., playing music in the streets or in the metro, cleaning car windscreens, begging… These activities are
sometimes forbidden by local authorities such as mayors or prefects.

Civil Society Monitoring

As in other domains, it is quite difficult to identify discrimination in French policies, as it is mostly indirect
and the legal ban on collecting ethnic data makes straightforward identification impossible. Concerning
EU immigrants, the restrictions applied to them until 1 January 2014 were not discriminatory, as EU law
allowed them. However, in practice Roma were more particularly affected by their actual consequences.
Indeed, the deportation of illegal migrants with EU citizenship during 2013 mostly involved Romani people
and continues to do so in 2014.
An agreement was signed between the French and Romanian governments in September 2012, after the
circular on “illegal camps”. According to this agreement, the two parties will cooperate for the integration
of 80 families deported from France back in their home country.28 The very principle of this agreement is
questionable, as it seeks to limit the right of free circulation of Roma. On the other hand, its aim is almost
equal to that of the municipality of Saint-Denis, where about 80 families are undergoing a process of integration in France, 57 of them with no external support but only the budget of the municipality. The focus
on Roma in matters of immigration is an issue of political manipulation. Indeed, immigration by Romanian
Roma is no higher than by their non-Romani co-nationals.29
The interdiction of certain activities, mentioned above, concerns all precarious populations, but sometimes
they indirectly target the Roma. For example, the municipal decision of La Madeleine in Lille (North of France)
was translated into Romanian and Bulgarian. On 12 September 2011, Mr. Claude Guéant, the then Minister of
the Interior, mentioned the interdiction of begging in Champs Elysées as a measure to combat “Romanian delinquency”. Three months after the adoption of this interdiction, a note from the Paris Prefecture of Police indicated that about 300 breaches had been processed and “almost all the offenders are of Romanian nationality”.
A government bill30 has been in the pipeline since 2012, which seeks to change the code regulating immigration. Among others, article 16 extends the prohibition of circulation in France to EU citizens who have
previously been expelled. This prohibition can be pronounced by the prefect for a maximum period of
three years. De facto, if this provision is adopted, it will clearly affect precarious EU immigrants, i.e. Romanians and Bulgarians living in slums, the majority of whom are Roma.

Non EU Roma Immigrants, Stateless People and Refugees
No measure specifically targets immigrants of Romani origin in France, who are treated according to their
citizenship. Statelessness is a very marginal situation, or rather it is hidden. Indeed, it may concern some
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http://www.errc.org/cms/upload/file/france-country-profile-in-french-2011–2012.pdf.
http://www.lejdd.fr/International/UE/Actualite/La-France-et-la-Roumanie-tentent-de-regler-la-question-Rom-554832.
Intervention of Martin Olivera, anthropologist, in the conference-debate of Emmaüs and Ecole Normale Supérieure, 11 May 2011.
http://www.gisti.org/IMG/pdf/pdl_2014-06-10_dt-des-etr_projet-loi.pdf.

asylum seekers, as was shown with Leonarda Dibrani’s case, described below. Roma originating from Yugoslavia who have lived for years in Italy and whose children were often born there, had no or legal registration, or lost it. After the disintegration of Yugoslavia, some of them were not recognised as citizens by any
of the newly independent states.

This case is very probably not an isolated one, as many Yugoslavian Roma lived in Italy for years with no
legal status and after the geopolitical changes in their home country they are not recognised by any of the
new states.
Under these conditions, it is difficult to say whether there is discrimination, because there are no official
data about these cases. Be it as it may, the situation requires voluntary action in order to provide these de
facto stateless people with an identity and with a status in the country they have links with.
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As for non-EU immigrants, they are considered in France according to their citizenship. Based on this principle, no special measures have been taken for them. The problem is slightly different for Kosovian Roma,
who still continue to apply for asylum in France and who sometimes lie somewhere between the status of
“exile” and that of “economic migrant”. In October 2013, the case of Leonarda Dibrani was widely reported
by the media. Leonarda is a 15-year-old Romani girl born in Italy. Her father was born in Kosovo, while her
mother, as well as her brothers and sisters, were born in Italy. Her parents came to France and applied for
asylum, pretending they had arrived from Kosovo. Their application was rejected and they were deported
to Kosovo, where they had declared they came from, as the French authorities were not informed about
Italy being the country they came from.. As a result, the whole family is currently in Mitrovica, while only
the father is somewhat familiar with the country and the languages spoken there.

3. EDUCATION

Two categories of children are of special interest for this report: those usually called “travelling children” and
the children of Romani migrants, especially from Romania and Bulgaria. Indeed, these two categories of
children face particular challenges in education, due to the legal status that applies to their families.

School Desegregation and Inclusive Education
In France education is considered by both authorities and public opinion as crucial and its importance is
quasi-religious. True enough, the above-mentioned Ferry law and education policy since then have played
a crucial role in promoting national cohesion. School is supposed to teach, among others things, the “values” of the Republic: liberty, equality, fraternity and more recently secularism. In this context, criticism of
educational institutions is perceived as a sacrilege, especially if segregation is at stake. However, segregation exists and takes many shapes.
As regards the “travelling children”, it is first of all worth mentioning that this is an official denomination
(enfants du voyage in French). A special policy has been applied to them for decades. The associations that
support the education of travelling children (ASET) are private groups placed under the authority of the
Ministry of Education as far as their educational activities are concerned, like private schools. Their specific
activity consists of mobile schools, organised in trucks especially equipped for this purpose. The goal of
this special system is to ease the integration of the “travelling children” into ordinary school. However, in
practice, very few children do integrate.
In recent years, ASET have extended their domain of intervention to some migrant communities, as for
example in Seine-Saint-Denis département, where the truck-school gave a series of courses to Romani
children whose families came from Romania and who were not registered in school. Besides this, ASET
play also a mediation role between the families, the schools and the municipalities, who are in charge of
primary education.
The educational program offered by ASET focuses on teaching the basics: writing, reading and arithmetic,
as the time spent with the children is also reduced, to a little more than the half of a normal school. Also, attendance at these classes is reduced because of the families moving around, whether voluntarily or under
duress, due to evictions. The latest public data on ASET activities are those for the school year 2009–201031
and show their clearly limited impact on education, both of “travelling children” and of Romani children.
Sometimes, clearly segregated classes exist. For example, obliged by a court ruling to do so, the mayor of
Saint-Fons, nearby Lyon, registered 24 Romani children in the “Parmentier” primary school, However, in fact
these children were put together into a room on the empty second floor of the building housing the police
station. According to the mayor, this was a transitory solution due to the lack of places in the classes of the
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Education became a right and legal obligation following the Ferry laws of 1881 and 1882. These laws make
primary education mandatory for girls and boys aged from 6 to 16 years. State schooling has been secular,
free of charge and mandatory since then.
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school. However, Parmentier school staff were ready to arrange the necessary space for these children to
go to appropriate classes, according to their age.32
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The education of children is not only a right, but also a legal obligation that many mayors do not implement. Indeed, the mayor of a given French municipality is obliged by law to register in school and to facilitate the vaccination free of charge (in the municipal health centre or by a school doctor) of all children, as
soon as he is aware of their residence on the territory of the municipality.33
The evictions from camps in France by municipalities, prefectures etc., without any social assessment or
any proposal for relocation, are complete infringements of human dignity and of the right of the child
to education.
The Inter-ministerial circular of 26 August 2012 highlights the necessity of preserving continuity of schooling before any camp eviction. The schooling cycle of the Romani children is put in great danger by the
continuous evictions and relocations from camp to camp and many Romani children drop out the school
because of these evictions.
In this context, positive measures to improve education for Romani children are hard to imagine, and actually they are very scarce. One could mention the development of distance learning for “travelling children”,
whose number reaches 10,000 for the year 2014–2015. However, this is not really due to any coordinated
orientation and action, but to the personality of the official in charge of the education of “travelling children” within the CNED (National Centre of Distance Teaching), who has succeeded in convincing her colleagues and hierarchy to develop this tool.

Civil Society Monitoring

As for the education of “migrant Romani children”, no global data exist. The only angle of analysis is that
of “non-francophone children”. Their education is also regulated by the law of 1994 on the educational
obligation of children aged from 6 to 16 and is completed by the circular of 2002 on French learning and
education for these children. The care for these children in school is entirely under the responsibility of the
education authority, which sees its workload increasing. It is in this specific context that the CLIN (classes
d’initiation pour les non-francophones – initiation classes for non-French speakers) appeared.
What means have been provided to implement these changes? Are the students integrated in school
under good conditions? Are all the resources available for teachers and students to work under good
conditions? Besides these questions, another more global one needs to be asked: about the schooling
orientation of adolescents who are “unsuited” to the school system. The question of suitability is related to
the lack of command of language, one or many disabling pathologies that prevent the students concerned
from receiving the so-called “classical education” for their age.
The development of the CLINs34 is uneven across the territory of France, as their management is delegated
to the départements. After October 2012, a circular35 changed their name to UPE2A (“Pedagogical unit for
non-French speaking arriving students”). The same circular also reorganises the notion of special classes,
so as to favour the direct integration of the students into ordinary classes. Non-French speakers are to take
only three subjects with special instruction.
Currently, in secondary school the students in hosting classes receive 26 hours of French language per
week, mathematics, English, history/geography, civic education, sciences, music, plastic arts and physical and sports education with specialised teachers for non-French speaking students. Starting from the
2014–2015 school year, there will be only 18 hours of special courses; generally 12 of French, four hours of
mathematics and two of English. For the other subjects, the student will be included immediately in ordinary class, without knowing the language of instruction.
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After having reached a maximum of 40,100 students in 2004–2005, the number of new non-French speaking students aged more than six years old fell considerably in 2008–2009, when it was 34,700, then rose
again in 2010–2011 to 38,100 students. Compared to the whole school population, the new students represent barely 0.4% of all school students in Metropolitan France. Additionally, about 1,700 youngsters over
16 years old are cared for by the general missions of inclusion (missions générales d›insertion) and GRETA
(groups of educational public institutions).

The non-French speaking students who arrive in France in different periods of the school year, benefit from
special hosting bodies and resources: the “cellules d’accueil” that are created in each academy (educational
institution at the local level), explanatory brochures on the functioning of the French education system,
assessment of the command of French and of school skills already acquired in the home country, which
are the prerequisites for orientation to a school.
In order be admitted to a secondary school, the child should be less than 16 years old and to go through
an assessment test in the Centre for Information and Orientation in the area where s/he lives. The waiting
time before assignment to a special class for non-French speaking students may last for months and the
school to which the candidate is assigned may be in a neighbouring town and not in the school of the
area s/he lives in.
In elementary school as well as in secondary or in high school, it is obligatory for students to be registered
in an ordinary class corresponding to their level and to their age, with a differential that can be of one or
two years at most.
In parallel, they can be grouped in an initiation class (CLIN) in elementary school or in a hosting class (CLA)
in secondary/high school for daily French lessons. The duration of the hosting in special classes is variable
and depends on each student’s needs, but it rarely exceeds one year. The goal is for the students to become able as soon as possible to follow all the subjects taught in school in an ordinary class.
As the registration of non-French speaking young migrants in school is not recorded officially by ethnic
origin, it is not possible to provide real and specific rates of schooling among Romani children. Empirical
observation shows, however, that many young Roma drop out from secondary school, as a result of the
daily stigmatisation they face in or outside school and of the effects of this stigmatisation on their motivation to learn and to attend courses regularly .
Meanwhile, the living conditions of some children who live in shanty towns exclude them from regular and
sustainable attendance of school.

Pre-School Education
The municipalities have no obligation to register children younger than six years old for school. At the same
time, Romani parents often prefer to take care of younger children and to keep them in the family at this
age. Of course, one cannot generalise or categorise on this cultural feature any more than on other ones,
but it is probably true that migrant Romani families are less reluctant than French ones when it comes to
registering their children for kindergarten. However, in general there are few spontaneous requests on the
part of parents to register young children for kindergarten. This is where civic organisations intervene to
inform the parents, raise their awareness of the importance of pre-school education, but also to assist them
in the necessary administrative steps: vaccination of children, domiciliation of the parents etc. There are
local initiatives where Romani parents, supported by volunteers belonging to various associations, foster
an important movement within the communities living in shanty towns for the children to be registered
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In the elementary schools, 78.7% of non-French speaking students are offered education in special classes
or focussed support. In the secondary and in the vocational high schools, the rate of the supported students is globally higher: 91% of non-French speaking students are supported in their learning of the French
language. In general and technological high schools, the support structures are less frequent and cover the
needs of 69% of the students.
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for pre-school education. In the town of Ivry-sur-Seine, thanks to such encouragement, brought about by
the activities of RACED, a considerable shift was observed in the period 2011–2013: only three children
went to kindergarten in 2011, while in 2013 there were 25. Some municipalities also create hosting classes
for children aged two, filling in this way the lack of places in kindergartens and allowing parents to work.
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Access to Mandatory and Vocational Education
Since the circular of 2012, CASNAV (Centre Académique pour la Scolarisation des Nouveaux Arrivants et des enfants du Voyage – Academic centre for schooling of new arriving [students] and travelling children) organises
professional training for teachers who are willing to work in UPE2A. The training includes modules on how to
work with non-French-speaking children. As for school mediation, until now it is performed on a voluntary
basis by associations, with regard to the registration of children in school or the provision of information to
parents. In some cases, as in Ivry-sur-Seine or in Bobigny, Romani parents are elected to parents’ councils as
representatives. These initiatives allow for an opening-up of Romani students to their classmates and a better
understanding among the school staff of the situation in which some Romani communities live.
On the contrary, access to vocational training is one of the main gaps in terms of access to common rights
for young Romani migrants from Romania and Bulgaria. This is all the more regrettable as such training
would be a valuable asset for their social inclusion. These young people could not access vocational training in specialised structures (Local missions, GRETA etc.) until January 1 2014, when the restrictions on
Romanian citizens disappeared from the law.

Civil Society Monitoring

As a consequence, and especially because of the high rate of young people among these migrants, access
to employment is still very difficult for them, the lack of training being one of the reasons, reinforced by
the stigmatisation that affects the whole category of migrant Roma. Actually, during the transitional restrictions, for Romanians and Bulgarians above 16 years of age, the right to vocational training was subject to
prior authorisation by the prefect.
The employment agencies, the Pôle emploi (for all job seekers) and the Missions Locales (special agencies
for job seekers aged from 16 to 25) only started to accept the registration of young Roma from Romania
and Bulgaria, and to advise them, at the beginning of 2014. Since then, they have been able to guide them
towards training, first linguistic (learning French) then professional, with a financial subsidy that varies between 300 and 500 EUR monthly.
They can also benefit, in the same way as French and other EU citizens, from a public aid service called
ACRE (for a maximum of 12,000 EUR per year), in form of tax exemption for new enterprises.
There are also “catching-up schools” like the EDIs (Dynamic space of inclusion) and the GRETAs, mentioned
above, which can prepare young people to access paid professional training. However, these programs are
scarce and cannot respond to the real needs.

Particular Needs and Challenges
Circular Nr. 2002-101 of 25 April 2002, completed by the inter-ministerial circular of 26 August 2012,
creates a more specific framework for people who live in shanty towns. The schooling of children and
the consideration of the material conditions of each child require resources that are not yet provided to
experienced teachers in order to enable them to work with children who have particular difficulties due
to their living conditions.
The challenge for these families comes from the fact that their illegal residence prevents them from having
a legal domicile or a postal address, and they are often excluded from health care. The children have often
been vaccinated in their home country but have no proof of the vaccination.

Regular attendance at school also depends on living conditions, and therefore on the effects of public
policies in terms of fighting against exclusion, and of urban policy.
Indeed, a child who lives in an irregular settlement (called an “illegal camp” by the authorities and the media), cannot have the necessary conditions for health. In rainy periods, the settlements are very muddy and
children are ashamed to go to school in dirty shoes and/or clothing, fearing harassment and insults from
their schoolmates.

The emergency shelter service, managed via telephone, (115) also contributes to many children dropping
out from school. Families are offered social hostel rooms in distant locations after they are evicted from their
settlements and often have to change towns when they are placed by the emergency service. This service
does not take into account the education of the children whose family is being offered accommodation.
The Management of the CLIN
The learning process is carried out in small groups formed by level. In some towns, the number of CLINs is
decided on the basis of the number of identified children and whether any such class exists in the given
school. The CLIN is called an “open class” because it can take in children throughout the year. Following
each evaluation, the children who have acquired the necessary knowledge of French continue the whole
education curriculum in their ordinary class.
Often the grouping of many non-French speaking children in the same place does not help them to integrate
or open up to others. The isolation of this class is visible and the children are stigmatised for their differences.
Since the beginning of the school year in 2012, the non-French speaking children in Ivry-sur-Seine, including many Roma, were placed directly in classes according to their age, without benefiting from the special
support offered by a CLIN. This brought the number of students in the first-year classes of primary school
up to 28, as compared to the maximum of 25 fixed for this area, recognised as having difficulties in the field
of education. The academic inspectorate, which is in charge of the creation of new classes and the employment of more teachers when needed, had been informed since June of the arrival of a large number of
children in primary school. It suggested counting the students at the beginning of the school year before
deciding to open a new class, but for some reason, no new class was created and therefore the number of
students in the existing classes was above the legal limits.
The 15 children who entered CLIN in 2012, including 11 Romani children from a shanty town near the
school, did not enter any ordinary class in parallel, as is normally provided for. The CLIN therefore became
a ghetto class and it was only after the intervention of the local academic inspector that these children
could join ordinary classes.
As the children are in CLIN and therefore benefit from language support, the RASED (Network of specialised support to children with difficulties) does not provide them with support except occasionally. However, both types of support are often needed, as the non-French speaking children also face other types
of difficulties, due to the status of their families (refugees, migrants etc.). Social and health difficulties are
common and not taking them into account affects the relationship between these children and school
and their educational development.
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Economic difficulties also negatively influence school attendance. The lack of certainty about their income
forces parents to think and act on a day by day basis and as they leave home during the day to find the
necessary money to feed the family, the eldest child sometimes has to take care of younger brothers and
sisters. Indeed, the child contributes to the vital family equilibrium and school then becomes of secondary
importance. Even when parents dream of a better future for their children, they cannot afford to relieve
them of the social role they play in the family life.

4. EMPLOYMENT

The Case of Migrant Roma
The employment of “migrant Roma” in France has been subjected to a special set of legal regulations since
2007. This regime was actually decided on by government just before the entry of Romania and Bulgaria to
the European Union and did not target Roma as such but all citizens of these two countries. France decided
at that point to restrict the right of residence for these new EU citizens by limiting access to the labour market. While de jure the regime applied to all Bulgarian and Romanian citizens without any distinction, de facto
it especially affected the most excluded among these citizens, who live in shanty-towns and most of whom
are Roma. By way of generalisation, for the last 15–20 years all excluded Romanian and Bulgarian citizens
living in squats or shanty towns have been considered as Roma and named as such in public discourse.
According to French law, Romanian and Bulgarian citizens had to hold a residence permit in order to work
legally in France, and at the same time, had to prove that they had an income in order to obtain a residence
permit. The key for getting out of this vicious circle was the regularisation of administrative status via quite
a difficult procedure:
First of all, access to employment for these migrants could follow two routes:
The exceptional admission procedure
In general, a Romanian or Bulgarian citizen could not apply for a job unless, after certain period, the
vacancy had not been applied for by a candidate with full access to employment: a French or European
Union citizen, or a third country citizen with a residence permit. The announcement was to be displayed
in the employment agency for three months, waiting for such candidate. If no candidate applied in this
three-month period, then the Romanian or Bulgarian citizen could start the application procedure.
The employer then issued a certificate of willingness to employ the candidate that the latter presented
to the prefecture with the application for a residence permit. The employer had to pay a tax to the Office
of Immigration and Integration (OFII), the amount depending on the salary he intended to pay to the
candidate: generally about 800 Euros. The candidate could not sign the work contract and start working
before he obtained the working permit, which was included in the residence permit. The procedure for
obtaining this authorisation was too long, from 3 to 9 months. Because of the difficulty, the financial
cost and the length of the procedure, employers were reluctant to employ Romanians and Bulgarians.
Therefore, the latter, like other immigrants from third countries, often worked illegally, whether as undeclared employees or as self-employed workers.
The slightly simplified procedure for “high vacancy jobs”
Access to certain jobs, called “high-vacancy”, has been simplified de jure for Romanian and Bulgarian
citizens since 2007. These jobs are listed in government circulars on the basis of studies of the labour
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No special regulations or programmes exist at national level for the employment of French citizens of
Roma origin. However, especially at the local level, some typical features may be observed, both negative,
– such as discrimination, – and positive, – such as projects for the employment of gens du voyage.
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market and includes the professions for which there is a shortage of manpower. When recruiting for
these jobs, the employer does not have to prove that he could not find a candidate among those who
are already in the labour market, i.e. who have the right to work in France, and the procedure described
above can start immediately. However, its conditions and duration remain the same, and in particular,
the employer still has to pay the tax to the OFII.
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In October 2012, the list of high-vacancy jobs was modified to include 291 jobs instead of the previous
150. Also, the tax due to OFII was cancelled for employers wishing to employ Romanian and Bulgarian
citizens. This change, introduced by the new government appointed after the presidential and parliamentary elections of 2012, was however limited as compared to the recommendations of the European
commission and the promises made during the electoral campaign of President François Hollande.
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It is particularly worth noting that these regulations are not aimed specifically at European citizens during
the possible “transition period”, but are the norm for all irregular migrants. However, they are regularly
mentioned by the government and the media when the rights of EU citizens are discussed, which gives
the impression that they include special rules that apply to them in particular.
These transitional measures, which placed Romanian and Bulgarian citizens in the same situation as irregular migrants, expired on 1 January 2014, which was the last possible date when they could be applied
according to the joining treaties. They now apply to Croatian citizens, until at least 30 June 2015.
In other words, Romanian and Bulgarian citizens of Romani ethnic background can now access employment in the same way as French or other EU citizens. However, de facto many challenges remain. These
are due to certain practices that make effective access to employment very difficult, if not impossible. For
example, in order to register with the employment agency (Pôle emploi), an individual must indicate an
official address and bank account details.

Civil Society Monitoring

By law, the municipalities should provide an administrative domicile for all people living on their territory
with no official address. However, municipalities often refuse to comply with the law by doing so.

Public Employment and Roma
Access to public employment for the Roma depends both on specific sectors of public employment and
on the nationality of the possible candidates. De jure, Romani persons (including Sinté/Manouches and
Kalé/Gitans) with French citizenship can access public employment under the same conditions as their
co-nationals. De facto, this access also depends on skills and training, which makes it more difficult for a
population that, also due to discrimination, is less educated, but also on other administrative factors. Indeed, the address of the candidates is one of the items of data that lead to discrimination. While there are
no official ethnic data on French ID documents, there are special documents for the gens du voyage. The
carnet de circulation that was abolished by the Constitutional Council as being an infringement of constitutional rights, is in fact replaced by the livret de circulation that many Roma, – in their diversity, – have to carry
and sometimes to display. As for the national identity card, it contains the address of the holder, which in
the case of the gens du voyage is that of the city hall or of an association of gens du voyage.
This is a clear sign for the employer that the candidate is member of the community of gens du voyage. A
few Roma, French citizens enter also into this category. This situation of “important stigmatisation caused
by ID documents” is well known and recognised, – among others, – by the Ombudsman.36
On 9 September 2010, Mrs. Marie-Christine Blandin, an ecologist and a member of the French Parliament,
addressed a question to the government concerning the registration of the gens du voyage in the employment agency. She reported the case of a French citizen who was refused registration because the “carnet
de circulation” he presented was not on the list of the documents mentioned in the order of 2008 as one of
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http://www.defenseurdesdroits.fr/sites/default/files/upload/fiches-thematiques/discri-gens-du-voyage.pdf.

those proving the identity of the jobseeker. In its response, the government declared that a study was then
in process, entrusted to the senator Hérisson, on the possible changes of the regulations that applied to
the gens du voyage. In consequence, the government refused to modify the order and to add the carnet de
circulation to the list. The situation remains unchanged, apart from the fact that the carnet de circulation has
been replaced by the livret de circulation: the latter document is not included in the list either.

CASE STUDY
The “caravan for employment” in the Northern Region

The latter is a given amount of aid which depends on the family structure and on other revenues and
is complemented with individualised support in finding employment. At first, the Canal association implemented an insertion project, in which ten people were first registered to work in green jobs (park
maintenance). Then, more and more showed interest on this, including women, which is a noticeable
change in these communities where women usually take care of the family and have no professional
activity. Pursuing this development, Aréas and Workshop pre-training implemented the caravan for employment as a project aiming to put gens du voyage seeking a job in contact with potential employers.
This has succeeded in changing the attitudes both of the gens du voyage, who, being used to independent work have become less reluctant to work in a hierarchical system, and of the employers, who have
been surprised by the seriousness of their new employees and the quality of their work.
Thanks to good cooperation and coordination between different players, – public authorities and civil
society, – including the diverse union of the gens du voyage, this method produces concrete results.
Since 2009, a dozen people have found a job every year thanks to the intervention of the Workshop
pre-training and in 2013, 21 people found a job with the support of Aréas.
Most of them were employed in cleaning or public parks maintenance companies, as is often the case.
This is the area where most public work programmes, at local level, involve Romani people. It is also
worth noting that the majority of those employed received contracts within the framework of a State
program called “supported contract” which involves financial aid for the employer.
This example shows that results can be achieved when there is willingness to move forward. Unfortunately, it is far from typical of the situation for all gens du voyage.
As for the so-called “migrant Roma”, they suffer from the scarcity of resources dedicated to training and
from ignorance of the procedures for accessing professional training and French courses. Local associations can hardly fill the information gap for this population. As a result, public employment of “migrant
Roma” is non-existent. The majority of this population earns a living through independent activities such
as collecting scrap metal or the resale of second-hand clothes and various objects in markets. The exercise of these activities is, however, made difficult both by regulations and by the behaviour of the authorities. For a few years, it has only been possible to pay for scrap metal by cheque, and many Roma have no
bank account. 								
Continued on p.50
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However, there have been some positive initiatives in the field of employment for the gens du voyage. Among these, one might mention the “caravan for employment”, put in place in the North of
France in February 2013 and April 2014 by the Regional Aréas Association (Study and Social Action
with Travellers) and the Workshop for pre-training, whose first attempts to promote the employability of the gens du voyage date back to 1996. Since 1998 they have been funded by the region and
département for carrying out this mission. However, prejudice on both sides, among the gens du
voyage as well as among employers, hindered communication, and therefore employability. In 2009
the RMI (minimum revenue of insertion) that many gens du voyage received was replaced by the RSA
(revenue of active solidarity).
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The sale of second-hand clothes and other objects exposes them to violence by the police, who often
destroy their merchandise and fine them.
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The “local missions” are public services entrusted with the professional integration of young people from
16 to 25 years old. They have developed partnerships with training centres such as the GRETAs, but their
capacity falls short of what is needed. On the other hand, trainees are paid 300 EUR per month, renewable for programmes lasting six months. This is not commensurate with the needs of young Roma, who
often have families at this age. Therefore, they often prefer non-declared activities, and do not benefit
from any social assistance.
No particular employment programmes exclusively target Roma, as this would be illegal in France. The
few initiatives aimed exclusively at Roma are local and target them on a small scale, like the “Caravan of
employment”. The positions that Roma occupy in the public sector thanks to projects are poorly qualified
ones, mostly in companies engaged in cleaning or park maintenance. Often, these enterprises have a
social dimension and are supported by the public authorities. They are ethnically diverse and in many
cases managers of working teams or of whole projects are French citizens whose families emigrated
from the Maghreb.

Civil Society Monitoring

First Work Experience Programs
Civic service was the alternative to military service at national level. When military service was abolished
and the unemployment rate of young people rose, the government tried to develop civic service and extend its application to both sexes. Candidates have to be between 16 and 25 years old and to be French or
European citizens. The transitory restrictions on access to employment did not apply to civic service, which
is not considered as work but has an intermediate status between volunteering and work. The civic volunteer is involved in a mission of public interest in the framework of an institution, enterprise of association.
In 2013 The association called “Les enfants du canal – Canal kids”, which assists homeless people, recruited a
group of young Roma from Romania and Bulgaria as civic volunteers.
Very few Roma had been involved as civic volunteers before, individually by small associations. In 2012, “Les
enfants du Canal” started discussions with local associations and support groups for migrant Roma, about
recruiting twenty-four civic volunteers and defining together with these grassroots players the missions of
these volunteers.
This initiative allowed for the recruitment of 18 young Roma from Romania and Bulgaria and six French
people, who currently work in various settlements for migrant Roma around Paris. For their activities, which
serve the public and will last for one year, they receive the monthly sum of 470 Euros. As provided for by
the law on civic service, they also attend various training programmes. The civic service program is actually
intended to help young people to develop skills and knowledge with first work experience and eventually
to find a job more easily. It is possible that a number of the young people currently involved as volunteers
in the framework of this project, called RomCivic, will eventually find jobs in the associations that work with
excluded Romani communities, but also elsewhere.
As these initiatives are on the one hand reduced both in terms of the area covered and in terms of the
number of people involved, and on the other hand are isolated from each other, it is difficult to have a clear
picture of the overall situation. However, it is obvious that the numbers of people participating in these
projects is very low, only a few dozen in the whole country. One of the objectives of the RomCivic project
is precisely to raise the number of the beneficiaries in the coming years. As for possible mechanisms for
precisely assessing the impact of these projects, they do not exist. For the time being there is only empirical
observation by NGOs. In order to have a national mechanism, there would have to be a change in the law
to allow the collection of ethnic data.

Obstacles to Employment and Measures to Fight Them

In general, this programme is not used enough, although its mechanism is relatively simple. At the same
time, certain cases lead one to question the equal treatment of the demands. The association “La voix des
Rroms” employed a jobseeker with a supported contract in November 2013. However, the administrative
procedure was very slow. While other associations could complete it in one week, “La voix des Rroms” had
to wait more than three months before the first payment was made.

Self-Employment and Entrepreneurship
There exists in France a so-called autoentrepreneur system, which allows for individuals to start an income-generating activity in a simplified way.
The activity can be declared on a dedicated website or in situ at the offices of URSSAF (Union for collecting
for social security and family allowances). This system is open to all French and European citizens and provides a legal framework for the individual activities of many French Roma and gens du voyage.
As the required formalities have been reduced, this system is particularly well suited and attractive to small
entrepreneurs, including Roma and gens du voyage, instead of the more onerous procedures applicable to
the creation of a company. In addition, registered unemployed people benefit from partial and progressive
tax exemptions during the first three years of the activity.
In October 2012, Romania and Bulgaria were removed from the list of EU countries in the web-template of
this website, which meant that citizens of these countries could not complete the web-based declaration
unless they had a residence permit and entered its serial number. This practice was illegal as the restrictions
on Romanian and Bulgarian citizens applied to the labour market, but not to private companies. On 1 January 2014, these restrictions were withdrawn, together with those on access to employment.
State support for companies in France is organised by the state or by local authorities. It takes various forms
and includes financial aids, tax concessions, exemption from social security payments, advice or the offer
of rent-free premises.
ACCRE is the acronym for the assistance given to jobseekers who create or take over an enterprise, and
consists of exemption from certain taxes during the first year of activity, under certain conditions (especially of parts of the company’s turnover). In order to take advantage of such assistance, European citizens
need to be supported by an organisation supporting the creation of the company, which can ask for
funding via ERDF or guide candidates in applying for local support. However, the drafting of the relevant
project as well as the management of accounts, makes it difficult to continue the activity. What is more,
after a first year of exemption, the social security contributions owed by an autoentrepreneur can be as high
as 42% of turnover.
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In France, the employment policy is a general one, with specific measures for certain categories of people,
defined on social criteria, and especially with regard to their employment status and age, but no specific
measures for Roma as such. “Supported contracts” are special contracts that target jobless people and
which combine the age and status of the jobseeker. The principle of this programme, which is supposed
to combat unemployment, is twofold: for a period of one year, renewable once, the state provides on the
one hand financial help to the employer at a given proportion of the legal minimum salary and on the
other hand the employer benefits from exemption from some taxes. The percentage of financial aid as well
as the exemption from taxes depends on the profile of the employee: the more difficulties the candidate
has in finding employment, the higher the aid. Young people are considered as a priority target of the programme. Another important dimension of this program is in-service training. Indeed, in return for the state
aid, the employer has the obligation to offer adequate training to the employee in order to facilitate her/
his employability once the supported contract terminates.

Taking into Consideration Geographical and Social Dimensions
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In France, there is a tradition of taking seasonal jobs in agriculture among the French Roma. In fact, many
people living in precarious economic conditions do the same, especially young people. From this point
of view, there is no real need for state intervention, as the mechanism functions thanks to the networks of
acquaintances between the farmers and the workers. The mobility of some Roma (especially among Sinté/
Manouches) is also an asset in this field.
At the same time, almost all “migrant Roma” from Romania and Bulgaria, who live in precarious conditions,
come from rural areas in their respective countries. As a consequence, they are used to agricultural work.
However, in France they live around the major cities such as Paris, Marseille, Lyon, Lille, Montpellier etc. and
in these suburban areas they have developed other types of activity (especially recycling). The language
barriers, – as many of them do not speak French, – prevent them from taking the initiative to work in agriculture, even when there are opportunities only a short distance away. Indeed, they are not mobile enough
and seldom move beyond the range of one or two neighbouring towns.
Considering the valuable human resource they represent in a society which seeks to promote biological
agriculture, with which these Roma are familiar, the Rromeurope association drafted a project called RROMAGRI, whose goal is to support seasonal empolyment of migrant Roma in agriculture, by putting farmers
in touch with Roma who are willing to work.
Rromeurope has applied to various state agencies for funding for this project but since the beginning of
the 2012 it has received no aid for it, even though the project was very well received and to some extent it
even inspired a circular from the Ministry of Agriculture.

Civil Society Monitoring

According to the Confédération Paysane, an important union of farmers, the French agricultural sector suffers from a shortfall of 100,000 workers every year. This need is partly met through the employment of
immigrants, especially from Poland and Morocco, while the existing and qualified manpower available on
the spot remains excluded.

5. HEALTH CARE

Health and Basic Social Security Cover and Services
Access to CMU (unique medical coverage) is the common health insurance for all French citizens and
regular immigrants, including EU citizens. The law specifies that children younger than three years old and
all children in social institutions benefit from this coverage. The children above 3 years old benefit from
the medical cover of their parents. The CMU scheme supports 70% of the expenses related to health. The
remainder is either charged to the individual or paid by complementary medical cover. The scheme being
a family one, families with the lowest incomes (about 720 Euros/month) also receive CMU-C (complementary unique medical coverage), which means that their access to health care is fully covered. The CMU is
either free of charge, or paying, depending on income. For income above 9,534 EUR, the individual pays
8% of the difference between the revenue and this threshold. The recipients of RSA (Active Solidarity Revenue) are automatically beneficiaries of CMU coverage at 100%. This is worth noting because many gens
du voyage are RSA recipients.
A circular of 9 June 201137 regulates the registration of inactive EU residents as beneficiaries of social security. According to this circular, as European citizens had no obligation to hold a residence permit in order to
circulate and settle in another member state, their right to reside in France can be examined by the social
security services when they apply for social benefits under cumulative conditions of stability and legality
of residence in France. The circular excluded Bulgarian and Romanian citizens, who were obliged to hold
a residence permit when they exercised a professional activity, whether as employees or not, during the
application of the transitional restrictions on the free circulation of workers until 31 December 2013. Since
the beginning of 2014, this circular has applied to Romanian and Bulgarian citizens in the same way as to
any EU citizen. It specifies the conditions under which the social security services assess cases on an individual basis, applications for registration with the CMU by inactive European citizens if they are effectively
settled in France and have health care cover or the means to afford the expenses of medical care. Citizens
who reside in France for more than five years in a stable and regular manner receive permanent right of
residence and are therefore entitled to the CMU.
French citizens of Romani origin naturally benefit from CMU, and also, if their income does not exceed a
given ceiling, from other social benefits such as the active solidarity income, which confers the automatic
right to CMU, to public transportation for free or at reduced fares and other benefits such as reduced electricity costs, school support and entertainment activities for their children.
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Circulaire n°DSS/DACI/2011/225 du 9 juin 2011.
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The right to health care is guaranteed by a series of international treaties ratified by France, by the International Covenant on Social and Economic Rights, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union
and the EU Treaties. Through a combination of these international rules with constitutional and statutory
laws, France recognises the right of all persons to enjoy the best physical and mental health condition
that they can attain, without any discrimination based especially on national or social origin, wealth, birth
or any other situation. Also, according to article L. 1110-3 of the code of public health “No person can be
subjected to discrimination in accessing prevention or medical care”. The right to health per se is effectively
enforced at a satisfactory level in France. However, the overall situation and policies applied to some people, including Roma, considerably reduce its enforcement.
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Belonging to CMU for autoentrepreneurs is unified and applies to French and EU citizens in the same way.
Autoentrepreneurs have to prove the profitability of their activity, the declaration of their turnover as well
as the payment of their social security contributions, in order to benefit from CMU. They come under the
social security regulations for independents workers (RSI) and have to pay contributions for their health
insurance. The contribution is a percentage of the turnover, which varies according to the type of activity
from 14.1% for commercial activities to 24.6% for services and the autoentrepreneur can choose whether to
pay it monthly or every three months.
Another type of health care cover is the State Medical Aid (AME in French, for Aide Médicale d’Etat). This
cover belongs to the measures taken by France to fight exclusion. It applies to all foreigners in an irregular
situation with regard to immigration rules and living under precarious conditions.
The following categories of immigrants are eligible for AME coverage :
 Person in an irregular situation with regard to the immigration rules in France (no residence permit
or receipt of application for a residence permit, including for EU citizens).
 Child or person responsible for a beneficiary of AME.
 Person in administrative care or custody, including EU citizens (if the health status of this person
justifies it).

Civil Society Monitoring

The AME, intended to cover the needs of medical care of these people residing in France, is subject to
conditions of domiciliation. Obtaining the attestation of this coverage, which normally used to take one
month, has become slower and sometimes takes three months or more. Direct access to medical care
and to surgery is therefore delayed until the issue of an AME card. However, certain public hospitals provide special services for people at risk, called PASS (Permanence d’Accès aux Soins de Santé or Permanent
access to health care), which take care of the most urgent cases with only proof of domicile. Yet, as we
mentioned in the chapter on anti-discrimination, it is still very difficult for many homeless people, including migrant Roma, to obtain administrative registration of domicile,38 and therefore, to access these
urgent health services.
In order to obtain the AME, the application has to include the following documents:
 The national ID card or valid passport of the applicant and of all the people in his/her charge (birth
certificates for the children).
 Recent school certificates (less than one month old) or vaccination booklet issued no more that
one year ago. The vaccination booklet is issued by health services such as hospitals and health
centres, but also by specialised NGOs like Médecins du Monde.
 Proof of residence in France for more than three months and less than one year.
 A declaration of income or a tax return.
 Proof of domicile.
 A picture for each person aged more than 16 years.
 A copy of the ID of the person who hosts the applicant, if applicable.
 For the holders of a European card (EHIC), a statement of cover, or absence thereof, in the home
country.
Once obtained, the AME has to be renewed every year under the same conditions, by bringing the same
documents.
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The legal obligation of municipalities to provide with such domiciliation is not enough enforced. Often, municipalities give delegation
to humanitarian NGOs to give domiciliation but prefectures, who deliver the agreement to these NGOs, limit the number of possible
domiciliations in function of each NGO capacity and staff.

ADMINISTRATIVE BARRIERS TO HEALTHCARE
Mr. G., 35 years old, came to France in August 2011. He holds a European health insurance card. He is
hospitalised and treated for a paralysis of the hips. His European card expired on October 2011 and Mr.
G applied for AME but his application was refused because he could not prove that he was no longer
covered in his home country (he did not have a statement by the Romanian health insurance service).
After two years of refusals, Mr. G’s wife went to Romania to obtain the required statement. Mr. G has have
surgery when he obtains the AME. Until then, he uses the special service for people at risk.

For medical services expected to cost more than 15,000 EUR and which can wait for 15 days, the hospital
has to request the approval of the health insurance fund before medical intervention. The AME can cover
these medical care services/interventions after this approval, which is presumed to have been granted if
the fund does not refuse it expressly within 15 days of the request.
Access to AME is free of charge. On 1 March 2011, the government subjected it to a yearly contribution
of 30 EUR for each adult applicant, but the new government abolished this contribution on 4 July 2012.

Administrative Obstacles and Measures to Ease Access to Health Care
Among the principal obstacles to obtaining social insurance we should mention the conditions for granting it, unfamiliarity with the French health care system, the language barrier, instability of residence due to
recurrent evictions and the long wait while applications for AME are processed. These difficulties bring as a
consequence the postponing of health care services/interventions.
A series of reports by humanitarian and human rights organisations (Amnesty International,40 Médecins
du Monde,41 Secours Catholique42 …) have warned of the deteriorating health of Romani people who are
not cared for by public health services, as well as the challenges faced by these people when they need
medical care.43 Indeed, while their living conditions are unhealthy (lack of running water, of normal toilets,
of garbage collection, of electricity etc.), the recurrent evictions make it even more difficult for people to
continue medical treatment and consultations and often they abandon the follow-up.
In July 2011, dr. Jean-François CORTY, the Director of the Missions France of Médecins du Monde, described
a real humanitarian crisis that currently affects the “Roma” in France :
Today, in France, Médecins du Monde is obliged to put in place operational resources that we usually
use for our international programmes, in emergency humanitarian situations. For example, in 2009,
Médecins du Monde installed in Saint-Denis (a suburb in the north of Paris), a camp of displaced people
for Romani families without shelter after a fire that destroyed their settlement. The organisation works
more and more on issues related to hygiene and access to drinking water. This year, we also conducted
a mass vaccination campaign against measles in the context of an epidemic.44
39
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http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000024682885&categorieLien=id.
http://www.amnesty.fr/sites/default/files/Rapport_Expulsions_forc%C3%A9es_de_roms_en_France_260913.pdf.
http://www.medecinsdumonde.org/En-France/Intervenir-aupres-des-Rroms-pour-un-meilleur-suivi-sanitaire/Publications/Lasante-des-Roms-en-France-une-urgence-sanitaire.
http://www.secours-catholique.org/actualite/roms-sur-le-terrain-pas-d-amelioration,12073.html.
http://www.ors-idf.org/dmdocuments/ORS_Rapport_Rroms.pdf.
http://www.medecinsdumonde.org/Presse/Dossiers-de-presse/France/Parias-les-Roms-en-France.
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A decree of 19 October 201139 specifies the conditions under which certain health expenses are covered
by the AME. It lists the categories of services excluded from the AME: the expenses undertaken for thermal
care services or medical assistance with conception.
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According to Médecins du Monde, 2/3 of the children are not monitored by the service of motherhood
and infancy (PMI, for Protection Maternelle et Infantile) and less than 10% are vaccinated. Half of pregnant
women have no access to any health care or follow-up, while 80% of them have no access to AME due to
the difficulty of obtaining it. As a consequence, the so-called “poverty pathologies”, such as tuberculosis or
lead-poisoning are returning among them, as well as psychological trauma due to multiple evictions.
The vaccination of children younger than six is organised by the département, through the PMI, as well care
for pregnant women, who are monitored during pregnancy and after delivery. Guidance and assistance in
accessing these services is provided by NGOs such as the specialised ones (PU-AMI, Médecins du Monde)
but also, when needed, by more general NGOs such as La voix des Rroms, RACED and support groups (collectifs de soutien) created in different locations. Many women who live in shanty towns give birth at home
or in hospital without any previous monitoring or follow-up of their pregnancy.
Local PMIs and schools have sometimes organised awareness-raising campaigns on vaccination, which is
a prerequisite for the registration of children at school.

Special Targeting
The family planning centres are open to all for consultation, even to people with no health insurance. Many
Romani women are guided by NGOs and use these services, especially for voluntary abortion, contraception or gynaecological infections/illnesses. In practice, the family planning initiatives aim at promoting
sexual education, improving access to information on contraception and voluntary abortion. It is one of
the most accessible services for women and adolescents, alongside the PMI, paediatric, maternity and
emergency services.

Civil Society Monitoring

Anti-Discrimination, Legislation on Patients’ Rights and Its Implementation
The law of 4 March 2002 on the rights of ill people and on the quality of the health system45 reformed the
Code of Public Health by specifying certain rights, such as the right to information, to respect of informed
consent to treatment, to privacy etc. It is also this law that introduced into the Code of Public Health the
statement “No person can be subjected to discrimination in accessing prevention or medical care”, which
brought the general anti-discrimination rules which already existed into the special law on health.
In practice, any person can request access to her/his medical file. If the person obtains no answer within a
month, she/he can petition the CADA (Commission on Access to Administrative Documents) within two
months, prior to any court action. The CADA is an independent administrative body that can be petitioned
by any citizen if the administration refuses, explicitly or implicitly (by not answering within a month) to
provide the requested information. Within a month, this commission delivers an opinion that it sends to
the hospital. If the hospital does not react after receiving this opinion, the patient can petition the administrative tribunal.
The responsibilities of the health institution can be subjected to examination by the courts if it does not
provide the requested information and thus causes damage to the petitioner.
Formal responsibility in these cases is borne by the director of the institution, who represents it before the
organs of justice. Eventually, the institution can take action against the de facto responsible person within
its staff, after having compensated the patient.
In general, health institutions do respect the rights of patients as recognised by law and no conflicts have
been identified on this issue.
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http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000000227015&categorieLien=id.

Article 4 of the above-mentioned law n° 2002-303 of 4 March 2002 on patients’ rights and on quality of
health system reads:
Any assignment for consideration of health data identifying, directly or indirectly, including with the
consent of the person concerned, shall be subject to the penalties provided for in Article 226-21 of the
Criminal Code.
This article of the Criminal code sets a maximum sentence of five years of imprisonment and a fine of
300,000 EUR for misuse of personal data. With this prohibition, the Parliament clearly aims to prevent any
misuse of personal medical records, directly related to the consolidation of data in electronic form.

Health Campaigns
Information and advice in the area of health rights and services is not campaign-based in France. Indeed,
specialised NGOs such as PU-AMI (First Emergency – International Medical Aid) and Médecins du Monde
carry out a regular field activity with vulnerable groups, including Roma. In this framework of regular work,
they sometimes initiate prevention and information campaigns on specific issues (dental health, contraception etc.). Health professionals such as the staff of the maternal and childhood protection service also
sometimes go and meet the communities and discuss health issues with them. They advise and guide vulnerable people, especially in order to ensure medical follow-up for pregnant women as well as for children.
No regular mechanisms exist to collect feed-back from Roma about these campaigns or in general about
the work performed. However, the large numbers of Roma approaching these NGOs, both during their
field missions and in their premises, show that they respond to a real need.

Coordination
The DALO law (Droit au logement opposable – enforceable right to housing) was passed on 5 March 2007, a
few years before the EU framework on NRIS. It recognises among other things the “right to domiciliation” to
all people with no stable residence. The general principle is that each person should be able to provide a
recognised address in order to access civic rights. Therefore, those who have no stable address where they
can receive mail should have the possibility of domicile in a Communal or Inter-communal centre of social
action (CCAS/CIAS) or in an association approved for this purpose by the prefecture.
However, many CCAS refuse to arrange domiciliation service for foreigners to obtain the AME, although it
is within their jurisdiction to receive disadvantaged people and to guide them to the social services and
public institutions responsible for access to social rights (housing, health, education, employment). Some
mayors fear that this would attract Roma from surrounding municipalities or could contribute to the “local
anchoring” of the Romani population in their commune, and thus to their recognition in the town. In theory, such refusals can be challenged in the courts. However, no legal proceedings have yet been initiated,
as going to court is not a priority for the people who face such refusal.
The “migrant Roma” are particularly disadvantaged. The difficulties they face in accessing health care services, added to those related to their living conditions, contribute to the further deterioration of their health.
An effective mechanism of coordination of social security between their home countries and France would
allow for better and more equitable access to health rights for these vulnerable people.
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Mr. D., a Romanian citizen, has lived in France for three years. During a trip to Romania to visit his daughter, he went to hospital because of an infection on his toe, which turned out to be the beginning of
gangrene. The doctors recommended amputation and asked him to pay the hospital bill. Mr. D. did not
have the means to be transferred to another hospital. He also suffers from other serious conditions (diabetes, cardiovascular problems). His wife, in France, decided to bring him back and to go to a hospital
in Paris. There, his toe was amputated and he took advantage of AME, which allowed him to access the
necessary health care. However, shortly afterwards, as his health status deteriorated due to his living
conditions in a shanty town, he decided, together with his wife, to return to Romania.

NEGLECTING THE PATIENT LIMITS HIS RIGHTS

Civil Society Monitoring

Mr. R., 21 years old, has lived in France for six years. Suffering from haemophilia, he has been receiving
out-patient treatment since he was 15. The MDPH (Département House for Disabled People) was not
informed by the social services unit of the hospital about this patient during these six years of regular
treatment. Therefore, he is not recognised as a disabled adult and cannot benefit from the aid normally
granted to people who have this status. The RACED association is currently taking steps to put right these
omissions from the past. Disabled status can still be recognised if a social worker is contacted and works
on the specific case.

6. HOUSING

 Housing allows a person to have a recognised domicile, which is the starting point for almost all
steps a citizen has to take in exercising his rights.
 Housing is also the prism through which the French authorities consider “Roma” in the sense of the
NRIS, but also more generally, long ago before the EU Framework existed. On the one hand, the
gens du voyage are defined with reference to their traditional dwelling in caravans. On the other
hand, Roma are not recognised as having an ethnic or cultural identity, but are targeted by public
policies as people living in “illegal camps”.
Both categories face challenges which are closely related to policies towards them, – through the housing
criteria, – but also to the lasting anti-gypsyism which is deeply rooted in public opinion and has been particularly nourished by the political class in the last ten years. The so-called gens du voyage (or “travellers”)
and the “migrant Roma” are indeed targeted by special laws and policies. As for the majority of Romani
population, which is settled, no special measures or policies exist and they are subject to ordinary law and
policies. Discriminatory behaviour towards them certainly exists, but it is rather occasional and de facto.

De-Segregation and Non-Discriminatory Access to Housing
The Legal Framework of Housing for Gens du Voyage
The category of gens du voyage is ethnically mixed. It includes Roma, Sinti/Manouches, Kalé/Gitans, who are
particular Romani groups, but also Yenischs, who are a distinct ethnic group, as well as Voyageurs, who are
of various ethnic origins and have developed a travelling culture over several decades. The criterion for
defining this administrative category, as established by the French Auditors’ Court in a report in October
2012, is their lifestyle. All people who traditionally live in mobile residences belong to this administrative
category. In contrast, homeless people or those who inhabit mobile or alternative dwellings for economic
or ideological reasons are not gens du voyage.
Although only this denomination gens du voyage is legally recognised and used in France, the term “Tsiganes”
is the most commonly used in everyday language to identify diverse populations with the same ethnic Indo-European origin and a common culture.
Initially, the policy of accueil des gens du voyage, i.e. the caravan sites policy, was intended to respond to the lack
of organisation of temporary halts, which often caused tension between the travellers and the local population.
The legal obligation to “host” the travellers, first established by article 28 of a law of 31 May 1990 on housing rights, was seldom observed. In ten years, only 32 departmental schemes were adopted jointly by the
prefects and the presidents of general councils and only 4,085 halting places for caravans were created.
Taking into consideration this partial failure, the law of 5 July 2000 required municipalities with more than
5,000 inhabitants to create caravans sites equipped with running water, WC, showers, electricity and waste-removal services.
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Housing is the most important topic when we analyse the situation of Roma in France. There are many
reasons for this, among which one could mention two that are particularly significant:
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This law aimed at a satisfying balance between the rights and obligations of travellers and of local authorities (municipalities and public bodies of inter-municipal cooperation), so as to encourage harmonious
cohabitation of different populations on the national territory. In exchange for the obligation to create
the necessary structures for the caravans to park, the municipalities obtained more means to fight illegal
parking by travellers on their territory. Other measures were also planned to boost assistance to the gens
du voyage, especially in the social domain and in the education of their children.
Implemented jointly by the local authorities and the central government, the policy of hosting of the gens
du voyage is often praised as a particularly French characteristic, as compared to the policies of many other
European countries who presumably encourage settlement instead of facilitating a nomadic lifestyle. In
actual fact, however, the situation is more complex.
Equipped Areas of Caravans
In 2014, twenty-four years after the first law provided for the creation of caravan sites, there are still not
enough of them. Moreover, with rare exceptions, the sites that do exist have been created in contradiction
with the law, in isolated areas which are far away from public services and often dangerous for the health.
A report by Senator Pierre Hérisson, written in 2008, showed that only 13,583 places were available and
functional in equipped areas out of the planned total of 41,840. In 2010, only 42% of the planned areas
were created and 66% of the total number were financed, according to the Ministry of the Interior.

Civil Society Monitoring

In a radio interview on the France Info on 28 July 2010, Louis Besson, the MP who drafted the law of 2000,
recalls that “there has been, for decades, a contradiction in France between what were once called “fairy places”
at the entrance to all villages, that is to say the spaces where one expected a circus, a group of travellers, the organiser of an open air entertainment show …, all this has been eaten up by urbanisation. Therefore, the travellers
now face the lack of places to park.”
In fact, the scarcity of caravan sites, which is above all due to the reluctance of mayors, can be compensated for by the state. Article 3 of the law allows the State to intervene directly in case of failure on the part of
the municipality to build the caravan site. The prefecture, representing the state at département level, can
organise the site and charge the municipality.

The Lack of an Integrated Approach to Housing
Both for gens du voyage and for migrant Roma, existing housing policies are insufficient and inadequate. No
positive change has been observed since the adoption of the strategy in this domain; caravan sites remain
scarce and the most often segregated. The same is true also for the “villages d’insertion” for migrant Roma.
The “aires d’accueil pour gens du voyage”
When they are built, caravan sites for travellers are characterised by very poor access to public services and
schools, and the supply of water, electricity or gas often does not conform to the sanitary rules established
by law. In the majority of cases, these sites are outside the area of urban activity, in areas polluted by industrial activity, close to highways, airports etc.
Access to caravan sites is also very strictly controlled. The regulations for the sites are decided by the management, which is generally a private company, and are approved by the municipality or the inter-communality. They very often include strict rules that are not based on any law and are even illegal in some cases.
For instance, the carnet de circulation (circulation booklet) is required in an arbitrary way, depending on the
management of the site, while by law it is not required.
The case of a group of about 20 families in Massy, a town south of Paris, illustrates this general phenomenon.

CASE STUDY
The Caravans Site at Massy

The inhabitants alerted the municipality several times and asked them to intervene, but their requests
went unanswered. Every summer, the municipality closes the site for maintenance, which costs many
thousands of Euros. However, no significant change is observed. At the end of 2013, the company which
manages the site changed. Although conditions did not improve, the cost of parking doubled, which
put the inhabitants in a very difficult situation. Also, an automatic system is being installed for the use of
water, electricity and showers. The occupants will have to pay a certain amount in advance and will not
be able to use these facilities without a prepaid magnetic card.

The “villages d’insertion” for migrant Roma
Based on the same thinking pattern as for the gens du voyage (granting the right to stay to some in order
to be better able to evict the others) some municipalities have implemented housing and social support
for small groups of Roma since 2006.
On the basis of agreements between the state, represented by the prefecture or sub-prefecture, a given
municipality and a primary contractor specialised in social inclusion, a small number of families are selected during the eviction of a slum.
They then enter provisional housing in centres called villages d’insertion, (integration villages) and start a
process of integration. These centres are also often located in industrial areas.
At first sight, both caravan sites and villages d’insertion might seem to fit in with an integrated approach,
as multiple services are formally offered. However, the people concerned are put in an isolated situation,
geographically as well as socially.

Discrimination in Accessing Housing and Rights Related to It
The caravan is not recognised as housing and therefore the gens du voyage have no access to housing aid,
which normally applies to other citizens. French law does not consider caravans as housing because they
are not subject to construction permits. For the same reason, the gens du voyage cannot apply for credit
at low rates that apply for real estate. On the other hand, the finance law of 2006 set up a habitation tax
for caravans, which became effective in 2010. This tax is unjust in its basic principle, as the caravan is considered as housing for tax purposes but not for rights. It is also unjust because of the sum charged per m²,
which is more than three times higher than the habitation tax at the centre of Paris.
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These families have lived in caravans for more than thirty years in the same limited area of Massy and the
neighbouring towns. With the support of the departmental association of travellers, they have been asking
for years for a housing project adapted to their needs. “Adapted habitat” projects do exist in France, but
they are very few in number. They reconcile economic and ecological considerations on one hand with
the special needs of the beneficiaries on the other. No such project has yet been implemented. In 2005, the
municipality agreed to create a caravan site, as a provisional solution. The caravan site was set up on the
grounds of an ancient cemetery, close to an incinerator and a cement factory and to high voltage lines.
There is no access for fire-fighters. As a result, during a fire in 2011, caused by an overloaded electrical circuit,
the fire-fighters could not intervene quickly enough and many caravans were destroyed by fire. Also, the
health of the inhabitants has deteriorated considerably since their installation, due to the proximity of the
incinerator and the cement factory. The majority of the people have respiratory problems and asthma. The
sanitary facilities (WC and showers) are in a very bad state and the site is overrun by rats.
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The solution for housing that is most frequently suggested by the gens du voyage themselves, as well as by
some politicians, are the “family areas”. These are defined by law as spaces equipped for caravans of family
networks, without external management. However, this option is used even less by authorities than that of
“equipped areas”. In some cases, families club together to buy and equip agricultural land, but they often
face hostility on the part of mayors, who refuse them permission to connect to electricity networks and
other facilities. In other cases, such as in Saint-Germain Lès Arpajon, where a large family owns lands and
houses, the municipality is trying to put pressure on these inhabitants to sell their property under the pretext of the future creation of a “green zone”. In fact, it is really planning to urbanise the area as it has already
done with other property in the town.

Access to Social Housing
Social housing is a sector in crisis in France. Usually, in big cities, where migrant Roma are concentrated,
applicants for social housing wait for years before being offered any. The gens du voyage rarely apply for social housing, as their specific needs (living in caravans) are not taken into account. However, even in cases
when they do apply, they face challenges due to the behaviour of the social housing services. For example,
Mrs. C., from Massy, wished to leave her caravan and to relocate in an apartment. She applied for social
housing and was offered an apartment that she visited and wanted to rent. However, the housing service
told her that this was not a good choice, as her parents, who lived with her in the caravan site, needed her
close to them, especially as her father was ill.

Civil Society Monitoring

The housing situation is even more worrying with regard to migrant Roma, who can apply for social housing according to mainstream rules. Salary slips are requested both by private landlords and by social housing services.
Thus, employment is central to the area. Romanian and Bulgarian Roma have been able to access employment freely since the beginning 2014, but the time is still too short to evaluate the impact of this change in
legislation on housing. As for extra-communitary citizens of Romani origin, in addition to proof of revenue,
they need to be in a regular situation for applying for social housing.

The NRIS in a Single and Simple Circular?
On 26 August 2012, seven ministers signed an inter-ministerial circular “on the anticipation and accompaniment of evacuation operations of illegal camps”. In terms of French law, a circular is not a legally binding
document, unless it interprets a law. The one on “illegal camps” does not belong to this category, but is an
independent circular. Therefore, it is to be considered as a simple administrative guide that its addressees,
the prefects, can follow. The only possible sanction for failure to follow this kind of guidance would be negative influence on the prefect’s career, which is in the hands of the Minister of Interior.
The circular on “illegal camps” describes the actions and measures that need to be taken prior to, and after
the eviction of an illegal camp, in order for its occupants to start a process of integration. The circular provided especially for social assessments to be performed before evictions, in order to establish the situation of
the occupants and then offer them appropriate guidance and assistance in matters of housing, education,
health and employment. Following the signature and the publication of this circular, a series of evictions
occurred, during which none of the announced measures were taken. In the département of Seine-SaintDenis, in Northwest of Paris, where about half of the migrant Roma live, the newly appointed prefect was
very active, with an average of two evictions per week. No social assessment was performed for months
after the circular was issued, which made civil society organisations very critical of the government’s policy.
While DIHAL (the inter-ministerial delegation on emergency lodging and on accessing housing) worked, in
cooperation with NGOs, on a methodology for the circular’s implementation, the Rromeurope and La voix
des Rroms associations, which also took part in this work, performed an initial social assessment as a pilot
and proposed to carry on this work on behalf of the state in the Paris region with the same methodology,

which carefully respected both the requirements of the circular and the human rights of the individuals
living in shanty towns.

Neither the circular nor the evaluation report of the General Inspectorate of Administration47 mentions “Roma”
as such. They only refer to “people in (illegal) camps”. It is however clear that this policy concerns “Roma” as
depicted, defined and counted by the police under the authority of prefectures. Recently however, the “illegal
camps” in the North of France inhabited by refugees wishing to go to the United Kingdom have also been
targeted. On 28 May, one of these camps was emptied and media reported the event very widely.
With regard to the implementation of the circular of 26 August 2012, no figures are available on the number
of the interviewed people, nor has information been made public about the decisions taken following the
social assessments. The only visible result is the eviction of camps, which generally takes place shortly after
the assessment, when there is one. Often, two weeks separate the assessment from the eviction. The circular
provides for global and individual assessment, which means an assessment of each family’s situation and
of all the families present in a given camp. This also means that individual decisions have to be made about
each particular situation identified via the social assessment. The evicted people do not, however, receive any
official mail informing them on the decision taken after the analysis of their individual situation. After the eviction, the inhabitants go in other places, usually in other towns and sometimes in another département, thus
coming under another prefecture’s territorial jurisdiction. Whatever the destination, the authorities have no
information on the location of the evicted people. Therefore, there can not be any follow-up of the individual
situations of the ex-inhabitants of a camp if, by chance, the social services wished to intervene.

Total Opacity
The data intended to enable the evaluation of the implementation of the circular are included in DIHAL (Inter-ministerial delegation on lodging and access to housing) reports.48 This government institution, placed
under the direct control of the Prime Minister has been entrusted with the mission of monitoring the implementation of the circular of 26 August 2012. DIHAL acts as a platform for coordination and as a possible
contact point for the prefectures, but has no official authority over the decisions that the prefects take.
According to these data, which come from the prefectures, about 17,000 people were living in shanty
towns in France in September 2013. This figure supports the idea, often expressed by civil society, that, –
first, – there is no mass immigration by Roma to France and, – second, – the number of immigrants at risk
from Romania and Bulgaria has not increased for years.
Of course, this figure does not take into account the ethnic Roma who – whether French or foreign citizens – have no particular difficulty in accessing social rights due to their ethnicity, and who number least
500,000 people.
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As the authorities made no request for any such intervention on their behalf, the two associations published the report on the internet,46 in order to help the state operators with the methodology. However, this
model was not followed, especially in so far as the anonymity of the interviewed people was concerned.
The employees of the Prefecture of the North, at a meeting with representatives of the coalition, – further
confirmed that the list of candidates for emergency accommodation in social hostels was transmitted to
the security department within the prefecture, which often refused emergency shelter to individuals that
the police suspected of petty delinquency. It is worth underlining here that individuals who did not have
criminal records and were not being prosecuted were refused shelter simply because the police suspected
them of illegal activities.
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Roma living in shanty-towns are permanently threatened by eviction at 48 hours’ notice, without prior
trial before the administrative court. This rule is valid even when the owner of the land agrees to their
presence, if the maintenance of “good order, property, peace and public security” justifies it. This is the rule
established by the law on home security, adopted in March 2003. During the evictions, unjustified and
disproportionate acts of violence have been observed on several occasions (tear gas, brutality, destruction
of personal property etc.), although the ordinary law on evictions requires inventorying and preservation
of the furniture of the evicted people, at their own expense, to be arranged by the person or the authority
who requires or decides on the eviction.
The eviction of the gens du voyage from “illegal” camps is not a recent phenomenon. The Council of Europe
recalls in a resolution on France, issued on 30 June 2010, that the evictions must be “on the one hand, justified, and on the other hand executed in conditions that respect the dignity of the people concerned, and lastly,
followed by re-housing”.
Forcible evictions from municipal hosting places are frequent, even when Roma regularly pay rent.
These evictions are often carried out without any notice and with unjustified violence on the part of the
police. In many cases, the authorities do not offer any alternative lodging, or adequate compensation in
case of expropriation.

Civil Society Monitoring

In 2013, 21,537 Romani people were forcibly evicted from their homes, according to a report by the French
Human Rights League and ERRC.49 This is higher than the number of people living in shanty towns or
squats, as identified by the authorities (16,949 in September 2013). Indeed, all these people have been
evicted at least once during the year 2013. In total, 165 evictions have been processed by the police and
involved 19,380 people. To this figure must be added 22 evacuations/evictions after fires, affecting a total
of 2,157 people. These figures show a considerable increase in the number of people evicted. Indeed, 9,404
people were forcibly evicted in 2012, and 8455 in 2011.
France has been criticised for having violated several articles of the revised European Social Charter. Since
2006 at least, criticism has been both frequent and similar in content, whoever formulates it. Critics have
included:
 HALDE (The high authority on the fight against discrimination and for equality), which was the first
equality body created by France in application of the Race directive; 50
51
 Two consecutive Commissioners on Human Rights of the Council of Europe, in 2006 and in 2008;
 The European Committee of Social Rights, which in its decision of 19th October 2009 “European
Roma Rights Centre vs. France” found that France had infringed seven articles of the revised European Charter of Social Rights;’52
 The European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI), in its report on France, published on 15 June 2010;53
 The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, on the basis of the above-mentioned report,
on 30 June 2010.54
On 7 July 2014, the High Committee on Housing of Disadvantaged People55 published a notice in which
it demands that the government stop the systematic evictions from illegal camps. According to the High
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Committee, this eviction policy is illegal, inefficient and costly. In stating this, the High Committee joins a
long list of actors, both institutional and from civil society, at national and international level. However, it
seems unlikely for the government to change its attitude, which has remained the same for years, unless a
significant pressure is brought to bear by the EU.
The rare positive signals from the government are also questionable, as they are based on a deep distrust
of and prejudice against the Roma, which leads the government to seek control over them.

On March 11, 2014, the mission entrusted to the mixed ownership company was officially presented to
organizations fighting against poverty and exclusion.
The objective of the mission entrusted to ADOMA is to achieve the full implementation of the circular of
26 August 2012. The IGAS (General inspectorate of social affairs) report on its evaluation of the multi-annual plan against poverty and social inclusion revealed the ineffectiveness of this circular on the ground.
The voluntary departments, previously identified by DIHAL, will be able to apply for ADOMA’s intervention in two areas: social engineering for the articulation of all stakeholders and diagnostic guides, and
assistance to households with their relocation, whether in the available houses of the operator, in the
ordinary housing market or in ad hoc premises, such as villages d’insertion. This three-year initiative, led
internally by Stefania Parigi and externally by DIHAL, will be based on operational contracts between
ADOMA57 and local associations.58
This device targets only Roma living in illegal camps. The government keeps very quiet about how these
operations are to be funded. However, the possibility of asking for European funds is often mentioned in
DIHAL meetings.
These new programs are not yet operational, but past experience, including recent cases and even some
that are still current, leaves no room for optimism. Until now, the programmes have taken the form of villages d’insertion. Their overall results are deplorable. The majority of the families involved in these projects do
not obtain a normal situation after the project terminates. In Saint-Ouen, near Paris, only 20% of the families
(4 out of 20) could find employment and housing.
Some of these projects are partially financed with European funds and, as mentioned before, most of the
budget is allocated is spent in security expenses (75% being allocated to monitoring and guarding). The
IGAS report 59 generally describes these projects in positive terms, but these reports are based almost exclusively on information provided by managers of villages d’insertion. Therefore they praise projects which
IGAS considers, in good faith, to be an alternative to evictions.
In particular, the point of view of the people living in these villages d’insertion is insufficiently included in
the IGAS analysis. It is indeed very difficult to find out their opinion, even for Romani NGOs such as La voix
des Rroms or Rromeurope whose members have direct contacts with the families and have known some
of them for years, since before they entered in these projects. The social control exerted on these people
is such that they are afraid of expressing their opinion openly, unless it is outside the sites and in a confidential context. We can refer, among others, to the example the village d’insertion of Saint Ouen, in the
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http://www.fnars.org/images/stories/2_les_actions/logement/actualites/ADOMA_Presentation_mission_bidonvilles_Mars_2014.pdf.
Report of the General Inspectorate on Social Affairs, available on http://www.igas.gouv.fr/spip.php?article319.
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The new law56 proposed by the former Minister for Equality of Territories and Housing Cécile Duflot, an ecologist, incorporates concrete measures to improve the availability, accessibility and quality of social housing
provided with affordable services. Among other things, the state can provide land and regions can use ERDF
for developing housing projects. Minister Duflot has also announced the launching of a plan for measures to
accompany slum clearance, whose main operator would be ADOMA, an enterprise with majority state ownership. This operator has been known as a manager of homes for migrants and workers for decades.
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département of Seine Saint Denis. This project started in 2007 with 19 out of 20 selected families originating
from Romania who had been living in France for several years. After five years, the project was terminated
because no more funding was available. Only four families could achieve a normal situation by the end of
the project, at the very last moment. These were families whose representatives were also included in the
steering committee of the project during the last period of its implementation.
Four other families were transferred to another site where a similar project is still being run by the same
operator (Association Logement Jeune ALJ93). Three families had been evicted during the implementation
of the project for not keeping to the internal regulations, while the eight remaining families were ordered
to leave under the threat of forcible eviction in July 2013. In conclusion, only four families out of nineteen
could be integrated after a five-year project. These were the families whose members belonged to the
steering committee which decided on closing down the project under the authority of the sub-prefecture.

Civil Society Monitoring

This example illustrates among other things the difficulty faced by the authorities in including Roma in decision-making processes that concern them particularly and directly. True, this is objectively difficult because of
the particularly vulnerable situation of this population, which puts them in an inferior status with respect to
the operators of “social inclusion”. The Romani NGOs who are in close contact with these communities could
play a role both of representation and of empowerment in an ongoing process at the end of which they could
withdraw and leave the given communities to interact directly with the authorities. Unfortunately, this has not
been possible so far because of the reluctance of the authorities and their operators. Under the pretext of direct
communication with their “clients”, the operators reject any intervention by Romani NGOs. As for the authorities, they prefer to follow familiar procedures and partnerships that have proved inefficient, rather than trying a
new approach and giving their initiatives a chance to have a better impact. This type of exclusion of the Romani
civil society is very strongly anchored in the modus operandi of the institutional and civil society establishment
in France, but it is not exclusive. Indeed, many other vulnerable groups are excluded by the procedures and the
possible action for their social inclusion.
However, some alternatives or counter-examples exist, undertaken by NGOs only, with no institutional
support. In the case of Ivry sur Seine, for example, local civil society actors have been very active in supporting a group of about 200 people in accessing the rights to which they are entitled by law (especially
in education and health care). Over the past year, these actors, and especially the RACED association, has
been occupying a building which was and is to remain unused for a long time, until a big urban renovation
operation can start.
Three Romani families were chosen because of the number of their children to live in this building, which
is also shared by other people at risk, French or immigrants/asylum seekers. It is large enough for various
activities, including extracurricular ones for the children, courses in French and Romani languages, and cultural and sporting activities for all the inhabitants of the neighbourhood, which is characterised by a high
rate of unemployment and many other social challenges.
This multi-functional centre, which is open to public, is at the same time a home for excluded people and
a socio-cultural centre in which different sections of the population can meet and find support for a series
of steps (social aid, job-seeking, language courses etc.). It has become an important influence on the local
community, which is ethnically heterogeneous but whose members had not had enough contact with the
Romani community, although a substantial number of Roma have lived there in an irregular settlement
since 2011. The added value of this initiative is very visible and is much appreciated. However, it is illegal
because of the illegal occupation of the building. Proceedings to evict the occupants have started already
and given the legal framework, the premises will be evacuated.
In Saint-Denis, another initiative has been running since the summer of 2010. An informal settlement of
Roma was evacuated in July of that year, after being there for ten years. Due to the relative stability of the
settlement, the migrant Roma who lived there were supported by many NGOs and citizens, who were
continuously present in the last days before the eviction.
After lengthy efforts, they succeeded together in convincing the municipality to become involved in protecting the residents of the settlement against the police harassment that occurred and in relocating them
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in the town. Since August 2010, the 57 families concerned have been involved in a process of re-housing
that brings together the local political and administrative authorities (the municipality), the community
itself, architects and a civic network composed by NGOs and citizens. The first reaction by the prefecture of
Seine-Saint-Denis, as the state authority in the département, was rather negative. A few days after the relocation of the families to municipal plots of land, the prefecture started a police operation and distributed
deportation orders to the inhabitants. These orders were later either cancelled in the courts or obeyed by
the Roma to whom they were delivered, who then returned. Due to construction projects on the municipal
plots, the families were moved to another area, where the prefecture intervened once more to evict them
for safety reasons, as it was close to high voltage electric lines. Dialogue between the municipality, – supported by the civic network, – and the prefecture finally led to the latter becoming involved in a positive
way. An agreement was then signed between the two authorities (local and central) and a parcel of land
owned by state has been let to the municipality as provisional location for the project of integration of this
community in the town. Currently, the families live in containers equipped as dwellings, provided free of
charge by a construction company, or in self-constructed barracks. The whole process of construction was
supported by the community, led by an architect to ensure that safety regulations were respected, and
the site is equipped with electricity and a water supply. The inhabitants pay the bills through the intermediary of the municipality and receive official domicile in this location, which eases all the steps they have
to make. During the last local and European elections, they voted in Saint-Denis, their town of residence.
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Name

Affiliation

Function

Town

Manuel DEMOUGEOT

Interdepartmental Delegation for
accommodation and access to housing
(DIHAL)

Director of Cabinet and follow-up of the
«European and international affairs”

Paris

Claude TOUCHEFEU

City Hall of Toulouse

Mission Roma

Toulouse

Karim LOUZANI

Association of Flanders for Education,
young people and social inclusion and
professional training (AFEJI)

Director of territory metropolis

Lucile DELPORTE

Association of Flanders for Education,
young people and social inclusion and
professional training (AFEJI)

head of the metropolis – apartment –
housing site

Jean François CANET

Prefecture north

Director of cabinet of the prefect,
delegate for equal opportunities

Lille

Madame JOLY

Prefecture north

attachée of the departmental
Directorate of social cohesion

Lille

Mr VALENTON

Prefecture north

Attached to the Direction
départementale territories et mer
(DDTM – gens du voyage office)

Lille

Camille BENSOUSSAN

Lille Métropole

In charge of the Plan for housing and
accommodation of Roma on services of
Lille Métropole families.

Lille

Coline Letetour

Lille Métropole

In charge of the Plan for housing and
accommodation of Roma on services of
Lille Métropole families.

Lille

Jean Marc MAIRE

Lille Métropole

In charge of the Plan for housing and
accommodation of Roma on services of
Lille Métropole families.

Lille

Matthieu ANGOTTI

Office of the Prime Minister

technical adviser for the fight against
poverty, social inclusion and integration

Paris

Jérôme NORMAND

Prefecture of the Region of Île-deFrance

Project Director “illegal camps”

Paris

Lille

Lille
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Profile of the Professionals Interviewed

Profile of volunteers and interviewed Roma
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Olivier PERA

Union “Sud”

Hosted for several weeks in the Unions Home of
Lille – Fives

Secret LAZAR

Regional Association of Study and Social
Action with the “gens du voyage (AREAS)

One of the Roma hosted for several weeks
in the Unions Home of Lille – Fives

Ana Maria SAINEA

Regional Association of Study and Social
Action with the “gens du voyage (AREAS)

One of the Roma hosted for several weeks
in the Unions Home of Lille – Fives

Jean-Philippe

Volunteer MRAP du Rhône

Villeurbanne

Mathieu Thouvenot,
Priest

Church of Saint Antoine de Gerland

Lyon

Mathieu

Volunteer, CREA- autonome social center

Toulouse

Camille

Volunteer, CREA- autonome social center

Toulouse

Pastor ASEN

Volunteers working with illegal camps of
Roma Bulgarian families

Toulouse

Pervenche

Volunteers working with illegal camps of
Roma Bulgarian families

Toulouse

Simona

Volunteer and parent of Roma children living
in slums

Ivry-sur-Seine

Bertille

Volunteer and artist working in Roma slum

Paris

2005-2015
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ANNEXE 2: SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS

 Pouvez-vous nous parler de votre profession et du contexte d’intervention en faveur des roms ?
 Quelles sont les missions de service social en faveur des roms ?
 Quelle sont les difficultés que rencontrent les roms qui sont dans un processus de sédentarisation ?
 Quelles sont les dispositifs mis en place pour les gens du voyage en matière d’habitat ?
 Pouvez-vous me dire si les projets d’habitat et d’inclusion en faveur des roms vous semblent
adaptés ?
 Favorisent-ils l‘intégration sociale des roms qui en bénéficient ?
 Quelles sont les incidences sur la culture et le mode de vie des roms ?
 Quel est le degré de satisfaction des roms qui sont dans le dispositif MOUS ?
 Quelles sont les perspectives d’évolution de ces dispositifs ?
 Y at-il des améliorations envisageables en matière de logement et d’emploi en faveur des roms ?

Entretien semi-directif avec les roms – [Semi-structured interview with Roma]
 Pouvez-vous nous parler de votre parcours en France et du contexte dans lequel vous vivez ?
 Quelles sont les difficultés principales des roms à accéder aux droits ?
 Quelle sont les difficultés que rencontrent les roms qui sont dans un processus de sédentarisation ?
 Quelles sont les dispositifs mis en place pour les roms en matière d’habitat ?
 Pouvez-vous me dire si les projets d’habitat et d’inclusion en faveur des roms vous semblent
adaptés ?
 Favorisent-ils l‘intégration sociale des roms qui en bénéficient ?
 Quelles sont les incidences sur la culture et le mode de vie des roms ?
 Quelles sont les perspectives d’avenir pour vous et votre famille ?
 Y at-il des améliorations envisageables en matière de logement et d’emploi en faveur des roms ?

Grille d’entretien Cab PM – Interview protocol with Prime minister’s cabinet
1.

Quelles sont vos rapports avec la Commission européenne concernant la stratégie nationale mise
en place pour les Rroms ?

2.

Comment avez-vous conçu, et avec quels interlocuteurs, la stratégie nationale pour l’inclusion des
rroms dans la société française ? Y a-t-il un texte législatif et comment est-il actualisé ?

3.

Est-ce que les gens du voyage sont concernés par vos actions ? Quels sont les nouvelles orientations de la politique les concernant ?

4.

Quelle est la structure de coordination et d’organisation entre les différentes institutions impliquées ? Quelle est la hiérarchie entre elles ?

france

Entretien semi-directif avec les professionnels – [Semi-structured interview
with professionals]
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5.

Comment s’établit la coordination entre le volet répressif et sécuritaire des mesures appliquées
aux rroms et le volet social, d’accès aux droits, qui relèvent de différents ministères ?

6.

Pourquoi la Circulaire ministérielle du 26 août 2012 n’est – elle pas appliquée dans son intégralité
selon le Rapport du Défenseur des Droits ? Que sera-t-il fait pour lui donner une traduction dans
les faits, sinon force de loi ?

7.

Avec la levée des mesures transitoires, et depuis la redéfinition de la Stratégie nationale pour l’inclusion des Rroms début 2014, quels sont les changements majeurs ?

8.

Avec quels pays européens travaillez-vous ? Quels départements sont le plus concernés par vos
actions ? Quelles sont vos relations avec les correspondants locaux ?

9.

De quel budget disposez-vous pour le financement des projets d’inclusion des Rroms ? A quels
types d’actions concrètes sont-ils alloués ? Quelle répartition sur le plan national et européen ?
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10. Selon vous, qu’est- ce qui fait barrage à l’intégration des Rroms ?
11. Qu’est-ce que vous pensez du ciblage „ethnique” du traitement de questions sociales telles que le
logement, la santé, l’éducation, l’emploi ?
12. Pensez-vous qu’il y ait une politique d’intégration spécifique pour les Rroms en France ? Seront-ils
jugés prioritaires dans la politique de résorption des bidonvilles annoncée par Cécile Duflot ?
13. Prévoyez-vous des mesures spécifiques pour combler le retard accumulé par les Rroms en matière
de formation linguistique et professionnelle du fait des mesures transitoires ?

Civil Society Monitoring

14. Comment associez-vous les représentants des communautés rroms à la définition, à la mise en
œuvre et à l’évaluation des politiques d’inclusion des Rroms au niveau national et local ?
15. Comment mobilisez-vous les fonds européens et comment envisagez-vous d’augmenter leur
faible taux d’utilisation par la France ? Comment associez-vous les représentants des communautés rroms à la définition, à la mise en œuvre et à l’évaluation des politiques d’inclusion des
Rroms au niveau national et local ?
16. Partagez-vous l’objectif répété du Ministre de l’Intérieur de renvoyer les Rroms vers leurs pays
d’origine (Roumanie ou Bulgarie) et son diagnostic public sur la non intégration possible de ces
concitoyens européens en France ?
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